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“The Fou ndation made the whole process
easy and enjoyable. We encourage others
to explore the possibilities with the
University ofMaine Foundation. ”
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Ted Whitehouse 50 and Dorothy Whitehouse 48

My fathei was a piofessor of
astronomy at the Univeisity of
Maine for 38 years As a child, I
remember students dropping by
the house to discuss w hat they
had learned and how much my
father had helped them

Because Ted and I believe
education is so very important,
we want to help ensure that the
traditions and piogiams of

excellence we expeiienced at
Maine and that my fathei piomoted during his lifetime become
everlasting

With the help of oui financial
advisoi and Amos Orcutt of the
Univeisity of Maine Foundation,
we have cieated an endowment in
my fathei s memory foi program
support and scholarships

Now the Maynard F Joi dan
Planetarium and Obserxatory
will continue to flourish so that
students in the future may
enjoy an outstanding educa
tional expeuence at Maine
'I he I oundation helped us
tiemendously I would encouiage anyone planning an estate
to contact Amos Orcur

Creating a Margin of Excellence at Maine Since 1934
J

&
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION
Foi mfoimation about life income funds, trusts and bequests
please wiite 82 Columbia Stieet Suite 301 Bangor, Maine OiiOl oi call toll-free 1-800-982-8503

Join the University of Maine General Alumni Association
Today and Receive the Following Benefits
•
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Mainely People classnotes tabloid

•

50% Discount on the Alumni Career Services Program

•

Access to the Alumni Locator Service—Keep in touch with
those college friends

•

Early notification of University and Alumni Association
events in your area

•

Waiver of registration fees for Reunion Weekend, Alumni

/ College, and other special events

•

Special discounts associated with Alumni membership:

—Alumni Association sponsored tours
—Selected merchandise at the University of Maine Bookstore
—Selected merchandise offerings in Maine magazine

—Car rental discounts from the following agencies:
Alamo, Avis, Budget, Hertz, and National
—Special rates at the Black Bear Inn, University Motor Inn,
and Choice Hotels, International

•

Membership card

•

Alumni Association membership car window decal

•

The good feelings that come with knowing that your
membership dues are helping continue our activities in
•

•
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support of, and advocacy for, the university and its graduates

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Your Invitation to Join

SAVE 20% WITH A DECADE MEMBERSHIP

University of Maine General Alumni Association
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Crossland Alumni Center, Orono, ME 04473-0550
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Membership Classification: Please check one
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JOINT (alumni couple)
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Offering a full range
of services to meet
your Financial Needs.

ALL DEPOSITS INSURED TO $100,000 BY NCUA (U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY)

University of Maine Credit Union
Rangeley Rd. P.O. Box 279 Orono, ME 04473
207-581-1458 University of Maine campus
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LETTERS
More on gays in the Military

Normandy
50th Anniversary Tour
1944-1994
London; Bournemouth; South
Coast, England; Normandy; Caen;
and Paris
optional extension to Munich
If you are interested in the 50th
Anniversary of D-Day, why not
visit some of the many fascinating
sites which mark this famous event
in the world's history. The General
Alumni Association in conjunction
with Travel Study by Vantage is
offering this tour May 18-June 1,
1994 (15 days, 14 nights). The cost
of the tour is $3195 (departing from
JFK). For more information contactCathy Billings 78 at (207) 581-1134.
Or write to Normandy, P.O. Box
550, Orono, ME 04473-0550.

BODWELL
MOTORS
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge

169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375

Bath
207-443-5533

the lives of our subordinates.The com
manding officer is responsible for every
thing that the personnel of his command
hy, in all the rhetoric about lifting the 'do or fail to do
official ban on homosexuality in the mili
I cannot believe that the parents of the
tary, is there no mention that a trained young men and women who enter oui
soldier or marine should be able to fend Corps would want them to be placed
off unwanted sexual advances (if that's under the control of noncommissioned
what all the fear is about), since women officers or petty officers who are pederasts
have been doing this, have had to do this, or sodomites I assume that lesbians alsc
all their lives?
have some equally unsavory practices
which they should not be allowed to force
A. Carman Clark '69
upon our young females.
By the very nature of the military or
ganization, the closest command and
control relationships exist between the
privates and the noncommissioned offic
ers
placed over them
erhaps we confuse gay behavior and
The sexual harassment in the work
gay orientation It is common to be un
place
that we hear of today is nothing
comfortable with gay behavior. However,
compared
to the rapes, both male anc
gay orientation is another matter Studies
female,
that
you may expect in a military
indicate gay orientation is natural
service
which
allows openly admittec
Therefore it is comparable to heterosexual
sexual
deviates
to serve.
orientation, which we readily accept. It
Were
I
on
active
duty when the policj
seems we should similarly accept gay
was
changed
to
allow
them to do so ’
orientation.
would
resign
my
Commission,
because
I thank my youngest son, who is gay,
could
never
condone
such
a
policy
tha
for educating me and helping me with
would
lead
to
the
mistreatment
of
the
homophobia
personnel placed under my command
You may be sure that I could tell o
Carl Beaulieu '57
some incidents which lead me to this
conclusion If you wish more mforma
tion, get a copy of the General Court*
Martial. There you can read about wha
those friendly little "gays" do to others
n your Winter '93 issue you said that
There is no place for queers in the
you would like to hear from us about
service and therefore there is no justifica
homosexuals in the ROTC
tion for wasting taxpayers money to trair
As an honor graduate of the ROTC at
them in the ROTC
the University of Maine in 1935, I was
given a regular commission in the United
States Marine Corps With 47 other honor C. O. Totman ’35
Brigadier General, U. S. Marine Corps
graduates, the USMC Class of 1935 served
Retired
our country well and faithfully More
I
•
than 50 percent of us became general J.
officers
I personally served and commanded
units in combat in the defense of Shang Hockey team did not win
hai, China in 1937, in the Second World first national championship
War in the Pacific up to and including the
occupation of the city of Nagasaki shortly
after it was hit by our second atom bomb,
ou probably know by now that, con
and in the Korean War.
trary to the Spring issue of Mainely Peoph
As a commanding officer in the Manne and many other published accounts, th<
Corps we are responsible for all aspects of NCAA hockey national championship

W

P

I

Y

Bill Bodwell '50
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"Childrens Chapel, Rockport"
won by Maine was not the university's
first national title.
Long before the NCAA existed, way
back in 1915, the Maine cross-country
team won the university's first national
crown, in IC4A competition. In track and
cross country, the IC4A championships
were recognized as national champion
ships.
Then, in 1939, when the NCAA existed
but its meets had not yet displaced the
IC4A meets as national championships,
the Maine freshmen cross-country team
won the university's second national title.
Yes, the hockey team won Maine's first
NCAA crown; no, it was only the third
national title.

A full color reproduction
of a watercolor
by Kimber Lee Clark
Signed and numbered
limited edition of 450
Image size: 11 1/2 " x 17 1/2"
$55.00 Ppd.
M.C./VISA
Me. Res. add 6% tax.

THE PINE TREE SHOP
and
BAYVIEW GALLERY

Warren Randall '42

33 Bayview St.,Camden, Me. 04843 Tel, 207 236 4534
75 Market St., Portland, Me. 04101 Tel. 207 773 3007

Y ou put out a very interesting and lively
publication in Mainely People. I enjoy
watching hockey games on television and
if I lived in Orono or Bangor I would be at
UMaine's games.
Life in this West Texas town is rather
quiet. The oil production business is very
slow and there are not many places left to
drill for oil. Most of the large oil fields
have been discovered.
Best wishes to you and your staff and
continue the good work.

In Maine 1 - 800 - 244 - 4534

•

These checks

John J. Velten '32

mean scholarship dollars.
We'd Like to Hear
From You
What do you think about the
rising cost of college tuition and
Hutchinson's downsizing plan.
Please write to us about any
subjects in the magazine or any
issues dealing with the univer
sity. Send letters to Editor,
Alumni Publications, P.O. Box
550, Orono, ME 04473-0550.

At Merrill Merchants Bank, when you place an order
for University of Maine checks, we'll make a $1.00
contribution to the University Scholarship Fund of
your choice.
Merrill Merchants Bank
and the
University of Maine
It's a winning combination!

AA Merrill Merchants Bank
Bangor, Brewer, Orono, Pittsfield, Presque Isle
207-942-4801

Mtmlxr FDIC
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In Brief

University revives
personal touch for
'93 commencement

George Denton is
1993 Distinguished
Maine Professor

The University of Maine's
182nd commencement, held
on May 8, offered a personal
touch to the 1400 graduates
For the first time in over 40
years, graduates were indi
vidually called to stage to re
ceive their degrees and a con
gratulatory handshake from
President Fred Hutchinson '53
or Julia Watkins, vice presi
dent for academic affairs
Because of the increasingly
large sizes of classes at UMaine, Penny Harris '63 presents the Distinguished Maine Professor
the recent trend at commence Award to Professor George Denton.
ment had been to recognize
students as a group by college
and degree This year’s per Bulgarian president
lectual and political leaders of
sonalized touch actually added
democratic reform in Eastern
little time to the overall length honored at UMaine
Europe "
of graduation
The UMaine president also
Among the highlights of
recognized Zhelev as an ardent
this year's commencement Zhelyu Zhelev, president of and effective proponent of the
was the awarding of honor the Republic of Bulgaria, was UMaine sponsored American
ary degrees to Mabel Sine awarded an honorary Doctor University in Bulgaria.
Wadsworth, James Vickery, of Science degree by Univer
Speaking through an inter
Howard Whitney Eves, Ste sity of Maine President Fred preter, Zhelev talked of his
phen Jay Gould, and Theodore Hutchinson '53 during a visit country's difficult struggle for
Sizer Sizer, a pioneer in edu to campus in late April
democracy
cation reform who has worked
I
"Freedom is the living and
Zhelev is the first demo
closely with UMaine's College cratically elected head-of-state eternally restless substance of
of Education, gave the key in Bulgaria's history and its democracy," he said, "and
note address.
first non-Communist presi democracy is its protective
The two top students in the dent in four decades He is shell."
Class of 1993 were Michael also his country's best-known
He said that although Bul
Maines (valedictorian), a for philosopher and was a leader garia has attained freedom, it
est management major from in the democratic resistance has not yet been able to en
Mansfield, Connecticut, and movement while his country shrine it within the political
Joel Pike (salutatonan), an was under totalitarian rule
institutions of democracy.
electrical engineering major Because of his political criti
The Bulgarian president
from Farmington
cism and activities, he was was in the United States to
Maines attained a cumula forced into internal exile for 18 meet with President Bill
tive grade-point average of years
Clinton and to represent his
4.0—all A’s. Pike's cumulative
In awarding the honorary country at the opening of the
G P.A. was 3.9915. He received i degree, Hutchinson called U.S Holocaust Memorial
one A- in a speech class.
■
Zhelev, "one of the great intel i Museum.

Internationallv-renowned ge
ologist George Denton is the
recipient of the University of
Maine General Alumni
Association's Distinguished
Maine Professor Award for
1993
Denton is best known for
his cutting-edge research in the
Antarctic that has led to major
contributions in our under
standing of global climate
change That research project
has received continuous Na
tional Science Foundation
funding for oxer 20 years It
also earned Denton the Vega
Medal (in gold) presented by
the Nobel Prize Committee.
That award is the highest
honor a geologist can receive
and is the most prestigious
honor ever given to a Univer
sity of Maine faculty member
The Distinguished Maine
Professor Award also recog
nized Denton's talent and
commitment as a teacher In
spite of his prestige as a re
searcher, he continues to make
the time to teach introductory
geology.
And his courses have in
spired numerous graduate
students to go on to careers in
climate research.
"He has the gift for making
his subject matter not only
fascinating but also exciting,"
writes one former student. "No
one can avoid being infected
by his enthusiasm "
The award was presented
to Denton by the Alumni As
sociation
at the UMaine Hon••
ors Convocation on April 29

6 MAINE

Winthrop Libby '32
remembered by
friends and
colleagues
The University of Maine
community honored one of its
most outstanding graduates
and leaders at a memorial
service on campus in May.
Former UMaine president
Winthrop Libby '32, who died
in April of this year, was
warmly remembered by class
mates, former co-workers, and
students.
Among those paying trib
ute to Libby was current
UMaine president Fred
Hutchinson '53
"He was my hero,"
Hutchinson said of his former
teacher and boss Among
Libby's most impressive
qualities, Hutchinson noted,
was his ability to listen to
people, to understand them,
and when necessary, to push
them to reach their full po
tential.
Indeed, it was Libby's
willingness to listen to the
concerns of UMaine students
during the Vietnam War era
that averted the disruption and
unrest that was so prevalent
on other New England cam
puses in the 1960s and early
1970s.
"He had an uncanny ability
to listen to all sides and all
factions and to arrive at very
well-reasoned decisions which
were always in the best inter
est of this university," said
Stanley Cowan 71, a Readfield
school teacher.
Win Libby was the first
UMaine graduate to serve as
the institution's president.
"He truly was the spirit of
Maine," said UMaine System
trustee Dr. George Wood III.

i
I
Winthrop Libby '32
I
I

I
I

.

|

UMaine students
work to end hunger
in Maine
I

A group of University of Maine
seniors worked hard this past
spring to end what they con

sider to be a serious problem—
hunger in Maine.
Social work majors Lee
Hamel, Sarah Brown, Sue
Frost, Liz Davids, and Sarah
Fournier worked to raise
money for the Maine Coali
tion for Food Security as part
of a class project.
Fournier said she thinks ig
norance about the extent of
hunger in Maine is a real
problem. "People would be
really willing to help if they
knew," she noted.
"Maine's hungry children
are being affected in a lot of
ways that aren't as obvious as
the children we see pictured in
Somalia or Calcutta," said Lee
Hamel.
She noted that they tend to
have chronic illnesses, are un
derdeveloped, unmotivated,
and will be unprepared and
unable to enter the workforce
as adults.

I

4

President Bill Clinton paid tribute to the 1993 NCAA UMaine
hockey champions at a White House ceremony this past spring.

Alicia Nichols '82 is
new vice president
alumni fundraising
Alicia Johnson Nichols '82, of
Veazie, is the General Alumni
Association's new vice presi
dent for fundraising. She re
places Michael R. Crowley '81,
who recently took over as di
rector of the Bangor Chamber
of Commerce.
Nichols brings to this job
seven years of fundraising ex
perience with Maine Public
Broadcasting. She has also
worked in sales management
and promotion.
She joined Maine Public
Broadcasting in 1983 and be
came corporate support di
rector in 1989. In 1992, she
worked as general sales man
ager at WPBC-FM in Bangor.
While at Maine, Nichols
was active in Delta Zeta, Fiji
Little Sisters, and women's ice
hockey.
Nichols is the president
elect of the Bangor Area
Breakfast Rotary Club and is
working on a master's degree
in speech communication at
UMaine. She is married to Scott
Nichols and has one daughter,
Elizabeth.
SUMMER 1993 7

Resea rch
Too much nitrogen in the
air?
Extra nitrogen in the air dousing the for
est ecosystems may be too much of a good
thing. That is the finding of university
researchers working on a $5 million study
at the Bear Brook watershed at Lead
Mountain in Beddington
What began in 1987 and was once la
beled the last great acid ram experiment
now is turning up evidence that airborne
nitrogen—pre\ lously thought to benefit
nitrogen-deficient forest soil—could be a
more far-reaching problem than sulfur
"We're finding that nitrogen is leaking
from the terrestrial watershed in perhaps
unprecedented amounts," says Steve
Kahl, UMaine associate scientist
The findings could have important
implications for the 1990 Clean Air Act
which now mandates a smaller reduction
in nitrogen emissions to the atmosphere
than sulfur emissions.
The Lead Mountain project at two
adjacent watersheds is unique because it
has examined the effect of acid ram, not
just on water, trees, or fish, but on the
entire ecosystem UMaine scientists have
long known that the nitric acid in acid
ram, while acting as a soil fertilizer, can
cause trees to grow faster, creating stress
on the forest ecosystem
For the latest studies, researchers at
Lead Mountain increased nitrogen de
posits atone watershed and not the other
They found that even the modest atmo
spheric loadings of nitrogen were suffi
cient to cause nitrogen to leak to surface
water
"This demonstrates that some forest
ecosystems may already be nitrogen
saturated," Kahl concludes. "We may
need to rethink the nitrogen emissions
allowed under the Clean Air Act."
Researchers Ivan Fernandez, Terry
Haines, Stephen Norton, and Kahl are
continuing studies at Bear Brook in col
laboration with the U.S Environmental
Protection Agency and several other aca
demic institutions
8 MAINE
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reducing frost penetration on gravel
roads," says Dana N Humphrey, associ
ate professor of civil engineering
Humphrey's project used 20,000
chipped or shredded tires layered 6 to 12
inches deep on the small stretch of gravel
road Similar projects on Maine's ap
proximately 4,600 miles of gravel roads
could help put a dent in the 40 million
worn out tires piled up around the state
Nationwide as many as 300 million
tires are discarded annually The tires are
often placed in large open piles, using
valuable landfill space and creating a
serious fire hazard
Humphrey's research has been funded
by the Maine Department ot Transporta
tion and the New England Transporta
tion Consortium

Experimental "rubber
road" withstands thaw
UMaine begins new
osteoporosis study

Thanks to a University ot Maine re
searcher, there may be hope tor ending
New England's annual frost heave and
pothole season
Sixty elderly women from the Greenville
An experimental "rubber road" that area are participating in a two-year studv
used chopped-up tires as an insulating on the relationship between diet and en
layer to prevent frost damage withstood vironment influencing the onset of
its first spring thaw so successfully that osteoporosis (a debilitating disease char
word is going out to road commissioners acterized by increasingly brittle bones,
throughout New England that they might which afflicts one-third of all women over
want to try similar projects
the age of 65)
The innovative road on a 600-foot
Researchers at UMaine, St Joseph
gravel stretch of Dingley Road in Rich Hospital in Bangor, and Dean Memorial
mond reduced frost penetration by about Hospital in Greenville will measure bone
one-half. In contrast, the spring thaw loss among women wrho include calcium
wreaked havoc on other parts of Dingley and vitamin D in their diets and will
Road, causing badly rutted sections that compare those results to a group whose
have become an annual spring rite of diet is unaltered.
passage on many rural dirt roads.
A pilot study of 18 elderly women in
The road, which has received interna northern Maine suggested that women
tional attention, showed frost penetrawho live in northern climates have a
• _ •
tion at depths of only 30 to 35 inches higher risk of developing osteoporosis
where the tire chips were layered, com I because with less sunlight exposure they
pared to frost depths of 60 to 65 inches do not produce sufficient vitamin D in the
without the tire chips.
| skin
"We are getting the word out about
The new study is sponsored by the
this because it was very successful. After National Dairy Board and will examine
a year of monitoring the road, we now the roles calcium and vitamin D play in
know that the tire chips are effective at the diets of women over 65

are being studied for their ability to re
move toxic contaminants from soils and
industrial waste. Research is ongoing in
the use of supercritical water oxidation
for treatment of wastewaters and slud
ges. It is estimated that supercritical wa
In the past decade, a new science has ter can destroy 99.9 percent of many of the
emerged with the potential to have a big EPA priority pollutants.
impact on the chemical industry.
"We're looking for alternatives to toxic
The technology that is now being used ; solvents and (ozone-depleting) fluoro
to decaffeinate coffee, remove nicotine carbons, for better processing, and i
from tobacco, and extract aromas for per methods that are more environmentally I
fumes may one day hold the key to ad acceptable," Kiran says. "The implica
dressing environmental concerns and tions for science and technology are tre
facilitating recycling efforts. This new sci mendous."
i
ence could even be a factor m someday
allowing people to live in outer space
Supercritical fluid science and tech
nology—using high pressure and tem
perature to create what some have called
a "fourth state of matter"—is one of the
fastest growing areas in chemical engi
neering. While much of the early work in
supercritical fluids was done in Germany,
a major contributor to the pioneering re
search in the United States is Erdogan
Kiran, Gottesman Research Professor of
Student creates new
Chemical Engineering at the University
of Maine. His research is focussed on salmon sausage
fundamental properties of supercritical
fluids and their applications in the poly
mers and in the pulp and paper industry. A University of Maine undergraduate
In the past six years alone, Kiran has been has come up with a tasty salmon sausage,
awarded more than 1.2 million in research transforming otherwise unmarketable
funding in these areas.
culled salmon from Maine fish farms into i
Substances become supercritical when an up-scale, even kosher, sausage just
high pressure and high temperature are waiting for someone to market.
used to create a "fluid" that is neither
The low-cholesterol, protein-rich sau
liquid nor gas. The resulting homoge sage links look a lot like regular sausage
neous fluid has no vapor or liquid inter but have one-third the fat content of pork
face; the density of the liquid and vapor sausage and are rich in healthy unsatur
become identical. Under such conditions, ated fatty acid, says Doug Ewart, a UMaine
for example, water and oil mix easily
aquaculture major from Albany, N Y.,
Supercritical fluids can be used to ex who developed the product and hopes
tract one compound from a complex ma the sausage will soon be produced in
terial, and then precipitate the compound Maine.
from the fluid at a later stage. In addition
The Passamaquoddy Indian Tribe has
to such separations, supercritical fluids expressed interest in producing the sau
can be used to penetrate materials, intro sage. The six-member tribal council will
ducing compounds into some of the view the process and make a decision in
densest substances, or modifying systems the near future.
difficult to penetrate.
Ewart's work was funded by the Maine
One area of supercritical fluids research Aquaculture Innovation Center. He spent
has the potential to impact the disposal of about a year testing recipes; stabilizing
such solid waste as used tires. In other texture; and doing chemical, fat, and nu
environmental areas, supercritical fluids tritional value analysis until he found the

UMaine is a leader in
supercritical fluid research

right mix and conducted formal taste
panels in the department of food science.
The taste panels were favorable, rating
the sausage on the high end of the scale.
To prepare the sausage, Ewart mixes
ground up salmon, seasoning, water, and
other ingredients to stabilize the product.
The ground fish mixture is stuffed into
a casing for a delicacy that can be served
as a breakfast sausage, as a meal in itself,
or as a novelty hors d'oeuvre.

Sleep problems may slow
learning in children
University of Maine assistant professor
of psychology Marie Hayes believes in
fant sleep disturbances may cause
neurodevelopmental problems in chil
dren.
Hayes is trying to find a link between
children's movements during active sleep
and the development of cognitive and
motor skills as they grow older. If she
succeeds, she may find a way to screen
infants for potential delays so they can be
helped before their problems become ir
reversible
Developmental problems often aren't
diagnosed until after a child reaches school
age, after the nervous system has ma
tured. By then it's too late for interven
tion.
At UMaine, Hayes is studying the sleep
patterns of infants. The difference between
sleep in infants, older children, and adults
occurs during Rapid Eye Movement or
"active sleep " Both infants and adults
undergo this stage of sleep, but because
infants' brains are still developing, they
move around a great deal more during
REM.
Hayes speculates that children who
are not developing normally are the ones
who will experience unusual, excessive
activity during REM sleep.
Hayes prefers to do her work in the
home of the children she is studying be
cause they sleep better in their own beds.
She also has a "sleep laboratory" at the
university.
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Smaller, but Better
President Fred Hutchinson's downsizing plan gains approval.
hen Fred Hutchinson '53 re elimination of entire programs—rather and Humanities, have generated the
turned to his alma mater as the than the horizontal, stop-gap cuts that were greatest controversy in the downsizing
University of Maine's 16th made to accommodate the dramatic re plan and are still waiting approval by the
president, he said he was goingductions
to ob in state spending
board of trustees.
serve and listen before he formulated any
Despite the fact that these sweeping
Even before the downsizing plan was
solutions to the institution's formidable changes meant job and program losses, the announced, plans were under way to
budget problems
plan has moved along with relatively little merge the College of Applied Sciences
What he observed was a tremendous controversy—to the point where the and Agriculture with the College of For
growth in the number of programs at UMaine System Board of Trustees has al est Resources
UMaine in the past 20 years—from 99 in ready approved 54 of the 70 proposals set
The mergers will bring the university
1974 to 160 today Meanwhile levels of forth by Hutchinson
back to the seven colleges it had before a
funding (when adjusted for inflation) had
"If we want a strong university," said reorganization five years ago
remained about the same, as had the Charles MacRoy, dean of
Hutchinson's proposal
number of students and employees
University College, "if we
to eliminate a centralized
The university, like numerous others want a university that will
career center also caused
around the country, had expanded too move into the next century,
a stir among students The
"Serving
fast—spread itself too thin—tried to be we've got to take steps to do
president was persuaded
students is our
too many things to too many people With that It's a courageous
to return $20,000 of the
the recession and the state budget crisis of document in that sense, and
$108,400 in cost savings
most essential
the past three years, it did not have the I support it"
originally proposed. The
resources to maintain itself in the austere
Personnel reductions ac
responsibility.
career center will work
’90s.
count for the largest por
with the UMaine General
We must
What Hutchinson heard in the "town tion of the downsizing plan
Alumni Association to
meetings" he held around campus was a Those cuts would total over
identify more cost-effecmaintain or
plea to preserve the heart and soul of the $6 million, with approxi
tive ways to deliver ser
enhance the
University of Maine—quality under mately 193 jobs eliminated
vices related to alumni
graduate education.
(46 in the facultv, 41.5 from
and the Maine Mentor
quality of our
"Serving students is our most essen administration, and 105
Program
>
education."
tial responsibility," he said "We must from support staff)
Also still under discus
maintain or enhance the quality of our
The reductions would be
sion are the elimination of
education while doing so in a more cost- phased in over the next two
the Peace Studies Pro
•I
effective manner "
years with about $4 5 mil
gram, the merger of the
One year after taking office, on April lion being saved in fiscal year 1994
departments of English and history, and
15, Hutchinson announced his proposals
Among the programs and departments the moving of University College from
for a downsized university—a university hit hardest is the Cooperative Extension Bangor to the Orono campus Along with
that would reduce the quantity but im Service, which will take a huge $544,000 the move, the College's department of
prove the quality of what it does. The cut. In addition the Agricultural Experi human services would be eliminated The
proposals—a combination of personnel ment Station budget will be slashed
total savings from those University Col
cuts, program cuts, and mergers—would
Also taking major cuts are athletics lege changes would amount to over
save a total of $8 million (the plan actually (over $300,000), physical plant operations, $800,000
totals $9 million with $1 million expected and facilities management ($643,700)
The vast majority of Hutchinson's
from increased revenues)
Other large amounts of money will be ideas, however, have received widespread
Of course with the state budget squeeze, saved by merging colleges and depart support The UMaine president seems to
cutbacks have been occurring for several ments and restructuring some schools have solidified that support by showing
years at UMaine. The most important dif into departments. Some of these mergers, strong leadership while still allowing
ference in Hutchinson's plan is that his including that of the College of Behav- plenty of open forums for people to exproposal called for vertical cuts—the | loral Sciences with the College of Arts press their criticisms and suggestions
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The Big Savings
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

$815,300

PHYSICAL PLANT /
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

$643,700

••
/

MAINE AGRICULTURE
AND FORESTRY
EXPERIMENT STATION

$639,800

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION

$543,600

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

$541,100

ATHLETICS

$333,000

Hutchinson also made it clear from the total enrollment of about 12,000).
outset that his plan would not bow to Hutchinson thinks that the final UMaine
arguments that were motivated by self enrollment might be about 10,000 stu
interest or self-preservation. Any changes dents.
in his plan, he said, would have to be
But along with decreasing the number
based on the value to the university as a of students, Hutchinson wants to
whole.
strengthen admission standards. He be
"The plan won't be finalized on the lieves that trying to boost enrollments
basis of pressure," he said.
during the 1980s was a mistake. By doing
There is another reason that the plan so the UMaine president thinks the uni
has gained acceptance. Fred Hutchinson versity took in some students that it prob
embodies all the values Maine people ably should have rejected—about 300 a
respond to—people trust him.
year by his estimate.
"I think there are few people who could
"I'm not talking about anything ehthave brought the downsizing plan for ■ ist," Hutchinson said. "We're not turning
ward with such a presumption of trust," our backs on motivated students. We're
said System chancellor Robert Woodbury. turning our backs on unmotivated stu
Faculty and students have also re dents, who have not prepared themselves
sponded positively to Hutchinson's em yet."
phasis on undergraduate education.
In addition to the higher admission
"Among a large segment of the fac standard, Hutchinson recently announced
ulty, the emphasis on teaching over re a new $500,000 scholarship program that
search is playing quite well," observed will try to lure some of the state's top
Stephen Reiling, outgoing president of academic high school seniors to their
the faculty senate.
home state university. Students in the top
Along with programs and personnel, 10 percent of their class can now receive
the University of Maine will also be re $2,000 above and beyond any current fi
ducing its student body. The downsizing nancial aid package. And students in the
plan calls for a cap in enrollment at 11,000 top 20 percent can now receive $1,000
students (the university currently has a each.

Fred Hutchinson '53

Another part of Hutchinson's plan to
attract better students and improve the
overall education at the university is to
put some of the money saved into
strengthening the core programs at the
institution. He has made it clear that any
possible increases in revenue will not go
into reinstating old programs but to im
proving the ones that remain.
Although Hutchinson's plan has re
ceived high marks for its fairness and
vision, some people are wondering if,
given the size of the state deficits, it will
be enough. If Governor McKernan's bud
get is adopted by the legislature, it would
mean another $4.5 million cutback.
"I don't know at this moment how we
would get through the next year if the
governor's budget is approved," Charles
Rauch, vice president for business and
finance, told the Bangor Daily Neivs.
But Hutchinson is hopeful that the state
government will respond favorably to his
initiatives and spare the university any
deeper cuts.
"I think we have a plan that, barring
any unforeseen shifts in the economy,
will stabilize the finances of the university
and improve the quality of everything we
do," he said.
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Will Cranberries Give Maine
Agriculture a Boost?
It will take time, but some experts and a group of
pioneering growers think it's a fruit with a future.
By Charles Horne 71
n Maine, the poultry industry is of cultivated cranberries in Maine within
virtually gone. Potato acreage is 20 years," says John Harker of the Maine
way below its historic highs. The Department of Agriculture. Harker be
dairy industry is losing farmers. The
lieves the Maine cranberry industry must
University of Maine is merging its agri seize all opportunities to grow while the
culture and forestry colleges. Is the bell "cranberry vine is hot" in order to secure
tolling, or at least tinkling, for Maine ag worldwide markets. "Chile, Ireland, and
riculture?
Canada—where environmental regula
Not necessarily, especially if you talk tions are less strict—are already expand
to the growing number of Mamers rais ing their cranberry industries," he says.
ing a "new-old" crop—cranberries. The
Not surprisingly, the University of
Maine Department of Agriculture reports Maine is seriously involved with the
that in the past four years, 11 growers state's infant cranberry industry.
have entered the cranberry business and "Through the Cooperative Extension
more are on the way.
Service, we can provide information to
"Thirty years ago few of us drank current and would-be growers," says
cranberry juice products, now almost ev Warren Hedstrom, UMaine bioresource
eryone does," says UMaine economist engineering professor and a member of
James Leiby, who believes there is plenty the Maine Cranberry Development Com
of room for Maine's infant cranberry in mittee. "UMaine is also doing some small
dustry to expand. "The juice market con applied-type cranberry research."
tinues to expand, and now the fresh
But Hedstrom cautions a major com
cranberry market is on the rise, after a mitment to cranberry research at UMaine
long level period."
cannot occur until the Maine cranberry
Leiby has been studying the cranberry industry is more viable. "There are taxes
industry for several years, and is an eco on potatoes, apples, and blueberries to
nomic advisor on the Maine Cranberry support our long-standing research in
Development Committee. He remem those areas," he says. "There's no such
bers half a decade ago when the only tax on cranberries, and there can't be a tax
cranberries growing in Maine were in until the industry grows significantly."
long-abandoned bogs. Over a century
Despite its encouraging start, Maine's
ago, Maine had a number of productive cranberry industry still faces serious
cranberry bogs, but the industry largely hurdles. "Cranberry growing is a very
disappeared by the 1920s.
capital-intensive business," says Ben
Last February, Leiby and other cran Gilmour, a well-known Massachusetts
berry experts conducted a day-long cranberry grower who spoke at the Feb
workshop at Orono's Black Bear Inn. Over ruary workshop. "A new cranberry
70 current and potential growers partici grower should start off cautiously be
pated—a positive sign for expanding the cause there is a steep learning curve."
Maine cranberry industry.
Indeed, just ask Laura and John Starr
"Our goal is to have a thousand acres whose Snuggles Farm in Trenton is in its
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fifth year as a pioneering Maine cran
berry producer. "Everything was differ
ent than what we expected," recalls Laura
of their first years in the business. "We
thought the vines would go in easier and
would grow faster. We also had to deal
with being in a wetland situation "
The Starrs’ experience typifies what
novice cranberry growers face. Because
Maine has no long-established research
base for cranberry growers, the growers
must obtain what information is avail
able and then learn from experience.
In the Starrs' case, the lessons took.
Snuggles Farm now has four acres con
taining Ben Lear and Stevens cranberries
and the Starrs are planning to expand up
to 20 acres.
So far the Starrs and other Hancock
and Washington County growers have
accounted for most of the state's new
cranberry activity. Responding to that
interest, Dana Nelson, of the Down East
Resource Conservation and Development
Council, organized a workshop about en
tering the business. He expected 75 people,
but over 200 showed up.
Soil officials in the Bangor area attest

that interest in cranberries is increasing Alfred bog.
beyond the Hancock/Washington
"The original bog was operated from
"cradle." "There is now some interest all 1850 to 1950, and was one of the first
over the state," says Arthur Taylor '67, of water harvested bogs in the country,"
the Soil Conservation Service's Penobscot says Cleaves. "We're restoring and ex
County office.
I panding the bog using modern engineer
A common misconception is that bogs ing techniques to create a forty-two and a
are needed to grow cranberries. In fact, half acre site."
virtually all new cranberry sites are en
Cleaves and Taylor's business, Maine
gineered beds, in wetlands or mixed Cranberry Co., is the most significant
wetland-upland areas.
southern Maine entrant into the Maine
Hedstrom expands upon those condi cranberry industry. "We were looking at
tions in warning would-be cranberry potential sites throughout southern Maine
growers that the business is rewarding, | and we stumbled into the old bog in
but difficult. "A new grower will have to Alfred," recalls Taylor, who absorbed
invest a lot of money, with little return for ' much cranberry lore as a kid in Cape Cod.
three or four years," he said.
Though Cleaves and Taylor did not
Leiby puts it very succinctly: "A new take down their legal shingles, both were
cranberry grower can ultimately end up driven to cranberry-growing by a notion
with anything from a two million dollar that "there must be more to life than
loss to a five million dollar profit."
practicing law." "We wondered why
Despite the risks, Maine's new cran there was no cranberry industry in
berry growers are enthusiastic about en Maine," recalls Taylor. In time, their cu
tering the business. At the recent work riosity led them to John and Laura Starr's
shop, Portland attorneys Bob Cleaves and kitchen one rainy February afternoon for
Bill Taylor were all smiles while describ an impromptu cranberry "workshop."
ing their two-year-old cranberry devel
"Laura was one of the first people we
opment emerging in a reconstituted talked to about the business," recalls

Cleaves. Starr, who first learned about
the cranberry business from college
friends, was in the process of learning
about wetland regulations and how they
could slow cranberry site development.
Since then, the state has eased regula
tions for cranberry growing and both
Cleaves and Taylor believe their enter
prise will be productive and environ
mentally compatible.
So, is the Maine cranberry industry for
real? Is it here to stay? An expanding
world market and the positive results
from the pioneering growers and boost
ers suggest that Maine can well join Mas
sachusetts and Wisconsin as a major
cranberry-producing state.
But like cranberry growing itself, there
are hurdles (or is it bogs?) to cross before
long-term success is assured. Hedstrom
cautions, "the Maine cranberry industry
should grow at a steady, but not explo
sive rate. Money is still tight and there is
still no sign of interest from the nation's
largest cooperative, Ocean Spray."
Gilmour also believes the industry will
expand nationally, and expects new
product lines like craisins (dried sweet
ened cranberries) will help.
Harker is still concerned about state
wetland regulations, even with recent
revisions. "We have six million acres of
wetlands in Maine and we only want to
divert one thousand acres into cranberry
growing in the next 20 years."
Overall, Gilmour is impressed with
Maine's land situation. "Maine has large
open spaces and a climate that is adapt
able for cranberries," he says.
Hedstrom believes the development
of information and knowledge in cran
berry growing is an urgent priority. This
year, the Maine Cranberry Development
Committee will publish its first fullfledged manual on cranberry growing
and marketing.
And while cranberry research is un
likely to soon reach the level of other
Maine crops at UMaine, continued suc
cess in the Maine cranberry industry will
ultimately create a need for such research.
In the meantime, UMaine will, through
its faculty, alumni, and facilities, do what
it can to foster the return of the cranberry
to Maine—this time for keeps.
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At Maine, the name Brooks Hamilton is synonymous with journalism.
learn has earned him unequivocal respect office after having pontificated about the
from generations of young journalists things that were wrong in the paper ear
t must be an awesome responsibility learning the business. To those just dis lier that day when I heard him out in the
to be a legend in your own time—to covering that they have newspapermg in hall say: 'Do you think he'll ever find
have touched the lives of countless their blood, Hamilton is a mentor and a anything he likes in this paper?' I soon
realized the importance of letting stu
numbers, to know that your name is synchampion.

Hamilton is an inspiration for many of dents make their mistakes. If I had the
onymous with greatness in the minds of
many, to have a reputation that precedes the same reasons that his grandfather, a power to tell them not to print, they never
country doctor in Westbrook, was a hero would learn."
you, to effuse an affecting presence.
Hamilton came to Orono in 1952 as the
Such revelations and analogies only to him as a child living in an Italian neigh
university's second journalism educator,
make a self-professed curmudgeon like borhood on the south side of Boston
"My grandfather always taught me to succeeding Wayne Jordan who saw the
Brooks Hamilton scoff. He's the first to
admit that he's not modest: "What be true to yourself, be honest," Hamilton creation of the department in 1947. "When
I came, we had 3,50C
prowess (of mine) do you want to know says. "He always an
swered every question
students and 16 de
about?" he will ask with a wry smile.
partments—I was one
"I'm known for my sartorial splendor with all the minute de
of them in the College
and my neat hair, or just the reverse. I tails. He treated me as
"My first students
of Arts and Sciences.
drive a (powder) blue van. I've always an adult. He thought
taught me how to
Vincent
Hartgen
been on a first name basis with students, you ought to be honest
(Huddilston Profes
ever since the '60s. I'm known for my even with young kids. I
be a teacher....I
sor Emeritus of Art/
good-natured banter. I was not bom an was 12 when he died "
A number of
curator emeritus) and
extrovert. I learned it, probably in news
soon learned the
I were one-person de
papers. And I don't mind being a cur Hamilton's students
importance of
partments—we held
mudgeon. When I describe myself, it's in past and present were
in the audience on April
faculty
meetings
terms of not taking things too seriously.
letting students
looking at the mirror."
"However, I take a lot of my relations 23 for a testimonial din
make their
ner as part of the Maine
When faculty of the
with students seriously."
College
got together,
In his 40 years at the University of Press Association's
mistakes."
"we talked about im
Maine, Hamilton has made an indelible Spring banquet. At the
portant things like
mark on journalism in the state. Many event Hamilton was
grading policies,"
consider him the founder of what is honored for his four de
Hamilton says. "Now
today7 s UMaine department of journalism cades of teaching.
and mass communication, although Among those present were two of the it's budgets or are we registering stu
Hamilton will be the first to set the record journalism department's most outstand dents fast enough. In the early days, be
straight that he did have a predecessor. ing alumni, Chicago Tribune public editor fore any students could graduate, the de
Many journalists in Maine associate him Doug Kneeland '53 and Los Angeles Times partment chair had to get up and approve
with creation of the state's right-to-know national correspondent David Lamb '62. that individual It was a symbolic act that
An emeritus professor of journalism 1 impressed me. It symbolized that stu
law, although Hamilton is quick to point
out he co-authored it with a former New for the past seven years, Hamilton contin dents in the college were watched over.
York lawyer.
ues to teach—this academic year in the They were looked at and nursed along by
But it is in his relations with students Honors Program. After a hiatus of several j people who really cared.
"Those days are gone. Because of the
in classrooms and The Maine Campus years, he also continues to volunteer as
monumental increase in size of the uni
newsroom through the years that faculty advisor to The Maine Campus.
"My first students taught me how to versity, it's become a more impersonal
Hamilton's notoriety reaches legendary
be
a
teacher," said Hamilton. "They taught place. Journalism had two to eight grads
proportions. His media law classes are
me
not to be too sure of myself. Dave a year then; now it has over a hundred "
infamous for being tough but fair. His
Hamilton learned not only from his
steadfast belief that students need to be Getchell was the student editor of the <
allowed to make mistakes in order to paper the first year I was here. I was in my students but from colleagues like former

By Margaret Nagle
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UMaine President Arthur
Hauck who was "a great role
model—he would walk into
the coffeeshop and talk to
students." There was Joe
Murray, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, and
there was Clarence Bennett
"who was next door in phys
ics. He had the largest num
ber of students in the Col
lege, and his curriculum had
the reputation of being tough.
That's when I discovered that
students like it tough, as long
as it is fair."
Hamilton's journalism
law course quickly earned
similar repute. "One student
described the class as a brain
drain," he says with obvious
satisfaction. "Yet I never
taught it, when it wasn't over
enrolled . One of the secrets in
teaching that kind of course
is to challenge students. From
the start I tell them: 'Don't
expect me to answer the
questions. I'm here to ask
them.' I walk among them,
make'em talk.
"One day a student fell
asleep during my talk about
a witness on the stand.
There's nothing more frus
trating to an actor like me.
Using him as the witness, I
walked over to him, pointed
a finger and said: 'You're a
liar.' He jumped two feet off
his seat. That 's showman
ship, I guess. There's show
business in teaching, you know."
Hamilton came to the university with
no intention of staying. Editor of the stu
dent newspaper in his senior year at Bates
College, he had worked for the Kennebec
Journal in Augusta during the six months
before Pearl Harbor, then went off to war.
He returned to the Kennebec Journal in 1947
and remained for five years. (When Ham
ilton returned to the KJ newsroom, he
met his wife, Marion, and "within two
weeks we knew we were going to get
married," he says. They celebrated their
45th wedding anniversary recently.)

"I wanted to broaden my horizons and
I was at the end of the line in Augusta,"
Hamilton said. "The newspaper got a
letter from the university asking for sug
gestions of who to get to fill the job. I
knew Hauck as a news source. I took the
job really because it looked like a good
place to look for another job. I came on a
two-year appointment and never looked
for another job after I got here."
Up until the mid-'70s, journalism
classes were small—five to 10 students
per class. Even today, Hamilton can cite a
particular class and name the students he

taught. After Watergate, he
says, the department showed
amazing growth in enroll
ment.
Such familiarity with stu
dents proved to be bitter
sweet, especially during such
events as the Vietnam War.
"The Vietnam era was diffi
cult for me, as it was for most
faculty," he says. "If students
talked to me about the draft, I
never told them they should
or shouldn't. I told them
whatever they did, I'd tell
them you're right.
"Even though I was a
combat vet and opposed to
the war, I was not going to tell
them what to do. Today I
teach honors students whose
fathers were kids during the
Vietnam War. I find they
don't know about war, and
that fills me with dread. After
I'm dead and gone, there's
going to be a war and these
kids will be sucked into it like
I was. I saw combat in '44-'45,
and came out of the service in
'46. I still have nightmares,
the experience still preys on
me."
Hamilton's first book, The
Mad Hooligan Story, a bio
graphical
account
of
Hamilton's stint in the Pacific
theater that he wrote "for vet
eran shipmates," was pub
lished in 1989. But to this day,
he prefers writing "short cur
mudgeonly things," includ
ing letters to the Bangor Daily News and
Maine Times.
For Hamilton teaching, writing, and
even participating in some of the mile
stone events in Maine journalism history
are all part of a continuum. He didn't
"father" anything—just kept the momen
tum going, he says.
"In order to be the father you have to
have started something," Hamilton re
torts about his place in Maine journalism
history. "I just carried on traditions that
were started long before me."
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Patience Pays Off
Jack Cosgrove '78, '84 M.Ed. gets his chance as the new head coach of the
University of Maine football team.
By Chad Finn '93
ecember 23,1986 Jack Cosgrove pass game coordinator to offensive coor hit the football program to the tune of
'78, '84 M.Ed remembers that dinator, all the while earning the respect $150,000— the equivalent of a reduction
of 10 to 15 scholarships over the next
date like it was his own birth of his players and fellow coaches alike
day. At the time, he was a limited-earn-"He is as good a person as you will three years.
Still, Cosgrove—a man described by
ings assistant football coach at Boston find," said ex-UMaine quarterback Bob
College, helping the Eagles prepare for Wilder, who played under Cosgrove in current UMaine quarterback Emilio Co
that Saturday's game in Orlando, Florida, 1987 and has since joined the UMaine lon as "a great guy, very laid-back"—has
and dreaming about hooking a full-time coaching staff "When he first got here, he taken the bad breaks with typical com
posure
coaching job somewhere in college foot was the quarterbacks and receivers coach
"It's been interesting to say the least,"
ball. Meanwhile, 1,300 miles north on the I was in my senior year and Mike Buck
map and 60 degrees south on the Fahren was a sophomore. I was the captain and Cosgrove said. "The job has been great so
heit scale, Tim Murphy was named the the school's all-time leading passer, but far I look at those incidents as the type of
next football coach at the University of Mike was so talented it was impossible to challenges everybody must meet in their
Maine. The two events may not have keep him on the bench any longer The jobs I think we did a decent job handling
seemed related at the time, but soon, they coaches decided Mike should start, and them "
Cosgrove, who resides in Bangor
would be. Two days later—on Christ of course it was very hard on me, but Jack
mas—Murphy called Cosgrove and asked handled the situation with class and with his wife, Marilyn, and their 10-month
him to come to UMaine, his alma mater, honesty I have the greatest amount of old daughter, Jen, says the scholarship
reductions will hurt, but that he thinks it
respect for him."
as the quarterbacks and receivers coach
So when Ferentz left this February to can be counteracted with more thorough
Cosgrove, his wish for a full-time college
job staring him right in the face, quickly join the NFL's Cleveland Browns as their recruiting
"When (former UMaine and current
accepted. By January 1, he was moving offensive line coach, natural progression
into his new office in Orono
said the head job should be Cosgrove's. New Orleans Saint quarterback) Mike
Buck was here, he labelled us a bunch of
"It was just a tremendous irony," And it was
misfits,
and I think that still applies. Were
"I
like
to
call
him
the
Lou
Gehrig
of
Cosgrove, 36, says. "I was looking for a
the
unrecruited
guys, the guys nobody
job anywhere, and it just happened to be Maine football," UMaine athletic direc
wants
You
look
at Emilio Colon (the
that a spot opened up at UMaine. My tor Mike Ploszek said. "He's been waiting
current
UMaine
quarterback);
we were
mother always said these things are in the six years for his chance, and when he got
his
only
scholarship
offer,
and
that
was as
hands of God I guess she was right."
it, he hit the ground and took off running
Another date—February 22, 1993— He's really done a far better job than what a defensive back. We looked at Buck as a
probably won't soon leave Cosgrove's we could hope for He's a classic case of linebacker. Look at them now—Buck's in
the NFL and Emilio's our starter and he's
memory bank, either. That was the day he seizing the opportunity "
was chosen as the 34th head coach in the
But Cosgrove's first few months on one of the best in the league. We have to
history of UMaine football, succeeding the job have been anything but easy. Three continue to find those type of guys and
Kirk Ferentz. Since the fateful phone call of his players failed a random steroid test develop them to the best of their ability "
Perhaps Cosgrove's passion for the
from Murphy six years ago, three head and were suspended from NCAA comfootball coaches have ladder-climbed their petition for one year. They subsequently I 'misfit' type of player stems from the fact
way through Orono on their way to were banned from the UMaine football that, that's exactly what he was as an
greener football pastures Patiently, program for life Then there is the "turn athlete. A self-described "jock for life,"
Cosgrove has bided his time and im over factor"—Cosgrove is the fifth Black he has proven to be a Jack of all Sports
proved his resume, working lus way up Bear head coach in seven years. And the despite not being born with the greatest
from quarterbacks and receivers coach to university's massive downsizing program of athletic gifts.
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"I'm a guy who got by on the extras,
not talent," Cosgrove says. "When I was
growing up as a kid (in Sharon, Mass.), I
was always the catcher in baseball or the
quarterback in football. I liked to play the
positions that needed some mental abili
ties—that brought you closer to the game."
Cosgrove recalls his father having a
tremendous influence in starting him on
his lifelong affair with athletics.
"I remember getting a baseball glove
at four, skates at five, a football at age six.
I remember my dad taking me to 4 a.m.
hockey practice, and throwing me extra
batting practice after my baseball games.
Sports are just something I've always
loved, and he was the first to get me
involved with them. I guess there's
something out there for everybody, and
for me it was athletics."
Cosgrove's abilities were good

enough to get him a scholarship to UMaine
to play football. He in fact planned on
playing collegiate baseball also, but,
Cosgrove chuckled, "(former UMaine
football coach) Walt Abbott put an end to
that quickly."
Abbott must have known what a
valuable commodity he had. Cosgrove
went on to start four years at UMaine
(1974-77), leading the Black Bears to the
Yankee Conference championship in 1974
and earning All-Yankee Conference and
All-ECAC honors in 1976. He graduated
with a degree in education in 1978 as the
No. 2 ranked passer in UMaine football
history with 2,836 yards. He is now fifth,
having been passed by three of his pupils:
Buck, Wilder, and Colon.
Cosgrove looks back on his playing
days with affection, but he can't help but
wonder just how far his dedication could

have taken him if they had the tools avail
able today.
"The only film we had in those days
were games. Now we tape every prac
tice," Cosgrove said. "We had no weight
room, just some Nautilus and Universal
machines, which I swear they are still
using in the Latti fitness center. I aspired
to be as good as I could possibly be, but
we didn't have the means available then
that players do today."
After his senior season, Cosgrove
realized he wasn't going to make the NFL,
but his passion for athletics still burned
strong. So, he decided to stick around
campus and pursue his master's degree
in education while helping out UMaine
Coach Jack Bicknell as a graduate assis
tant.
"Jack Bicknell gave me my first op
portunity in coaching," Cosgrove said.
"He had a great impact on me, first at
UMaine and then at Boston College. He
made it real easy for me to get into
coaching after my playing days were
over."
Cosgrove stayed at UMaine until
1981, then followed Bicknell to Boston
College when he was named their head
coach. A connection of Bicknell's on the
selection committee enabled Cosgrove to
land the head coaching job at Stoughton
(Mass.) High School at the ripe old age of
23.
"I though that was my dream job,"
Cosgrove said. "I was a part-time assis
tant at BC, and here I was running a pretty
good high school program. I was teach
ing and coaching and making about
$35,000 a year. But after a while, they had
some budget problems and started re
structuring things, and my teaching job
was cut. Suddenly, here I am out $28,000
for the teaching job, making just $7,000 as
a football coach. That's not a lot of money.
"I began reshaping the way I thought
about my career, and I decided I wanted
to coach in college. I took the limited
earnings job at BC, and worked there for
a couple of the post-Doug Flutie years.
Then Murphy called."
December 23,1986. If Jack Cosgrove
has his way, it's a date that will be as
important to the history of UMaine foot
ball as it is to him.
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AFFORDABILITY
AND ACCESS
Paying for College in the 1990s
By Jim Frick

University administrators argue, with some merit, that the
his spring a survey by the National Association of
1980s
were an unusual time, a time marked by a revolution in
College Admissions Counselors found that 29 per
computers
and other expensive high technology items that
cent of high school seniors hoped to go on for a fouryear college or university degree. But only 17 percent schools had to purchase to keep pace. But as UMaine president
of those students thought they would actually get Fred Hutchinson '53 has noted in many pitches for downsizing,
the University of Maine and other institutions around the
that opportunity. The primary reason? Cost
The truth is that many of those students probably could go on country probably expanded too fast, without the solid resource
to college, although they would have to go into debt to do so. But base to support the operation during long downturns in the
their perception that the cost of higher education has outpaced economy. As a result UMaine and hundreds of other schools are
their ability to afford it, is backed up by statistics The average left with too many programs, administrators, and buildings to
cost of tuition and fees at the nation's four-year public institu face the austere decade of the 1990s.
But there is another important reason why baby-boomers are
tions has gone up a whoppingl02 percent in the past decade.
At the University of Maine tuition has increased by well over scratching their heads wondering if they will be able to afford to
send their kids to college These folks look back to when they
50 percent (from $1412 to $2670) just since 1986.
Unfortunately, the trend in tuition increases does not seem went to school and the cost of higher education did not seem like
likely to end soon. According to a recent New York Times survey, such a problem But the truth is that in the '50s and '60s tuition
the average increase in cost for the nation's colleges and univer increases averaged close to what they did in the '80s The
sities is going to be 5 percent next year. That is the lowest figure difference is that in the '50s and '60s family incomes were
keeping pace, or even exceeding the cost of college. Since the
in a number of years, but is still nearly twice the rate of inflation
Maine has not officially announced increases, but tuition is mid-1970s, however, family incomes have grown relatively
expected to go up as much as 10 percent or about $300 for the little, far behind the increases in higher education.
Despite that fact, there was still a boom in the number of
year.
And the long term looks even more expensive. If college costs students who attended colleges in the '70s and '80s—especially
continue to rise at a 5 percent annual rate (and some experts students from the ranks of the poor and middle class The
think that is optimistic) today's kindergarten students will be i reason? Financial aid Fifty percent of all college students in
looking at an investment of more than $60,000 for a four-year America now receive financial aid The availability of aid began
degree at a public college and an average price tag of over with the G.I. Bill and expanded through the Great Society era to
include Pell and other grants, work study, and guaranteed
$175,000 at a private college.
Why has the cost of college risen so rapidly? And are those student loans. These programs revolutionized higher education
increases threatening to squeeze certain segments of our society in America, opening the doors of opportunity to a broad spec
trum of American students.
out of the opportunity to earn a college degree?
But the country's budget woes are now causing changes that
There's no simple answer to either of these questions. The
dramatic increases in tuition at Maine and other public schools i could halt that trend of expanding opportunity.
Early federal programs provided aid mostly in the form of
in the last few years are, as we all know, a direct result of state
budget problems. But what about those 6 to 12 percent yearly grants and scholarships. Only 30 percent of financial aid to
increases throughout the 1980s? Those increases outpaced students in 1970 was in the form of loans. Today, that ratio has
reversed Grants now represent less than 30 percent of the
inflation by 4 to 5 percent.
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financial aid provided—correspondingly, toward more and more loans affecting
over 60 percent now comes in the form of students and their families? After all, if a
student takes the maximum loans through
loans.
And the trend toward dependence on four years at UMaine, he or she will come
loans is not letting up. This year Congress I out with a debt of over $17,000.
"That's a good deal of money for Maine
expanded student loan programs to make
virtually every student eligible. At the people," Crawford says "I don't want to
same time, they cut back the maximum make light of that fact. But sometimes it is
Pell Grant a needy student can receive by hard to explain to students that it is okay
to take out a loan to pay for an educa
$100, from $2400 to $2300
That may not sound like much of a tion—that it's a good investment It's less
change, but for a needy University ot than the price of a nice car "
To Hutchinson there is no doubt that a
Maine student, that means a loss of $100,
which when coupled with a likely tuition University of Maine degree is worth go
increase of $300 means he or she will have ing into debt.
to come up with an extra $400 next year
"Most of our students do not want to
And from an institutional standpoint, borrow to the limit available to them," he
the cutback in the Pell
says "I think that's unfortunate, because
Grant means a loss of
$300,000 for the fi
nancial aid office to
work with.
"We have a
smaller pot of money
to spread over a
much larger pool of
eligible students,"
notes UMaine finan
cial aid director
Peggy Crawford.
"What we are trying
to do now is just
maintain the amount
of financial aid a stu
dent got last year "
Crawford says
that with all the new
changes, she and her V
staff are having a hard time getting suffi the investment in higher education pays
cient information to understand a family's off for just about everyone "
financial situation. Many family assets,
Students seem to agree. In an opinion
such as a home, that used to be consid sample of 50 University of Maine stu
ered are now excluded. That coupled with dents, about 40 percent said that they felt
the fact that almost every student is now confident that the earning power of their
eligible for loans has the financial aid degree would offset any debt they will
office phones ringing off the hook.
incur. A fair percentage of those students
"With the changes, 100 percent of our were already over $10,000 in debt for
student body can now receive some form their education.
of financial aid," Crawford says "This is
the first year that has been possible Any
ne senior music education major
one can get a loan now, only the amounts
are limited."
I
had borrowed close to $20,000
She explained that, other than
First year students at UMaine can bor
her father providing her with a
row up to $2,625, second year students up i
to $3500, and third and fourth year stu car, her parents had not substantially con
dents up to $5,000. Crawford says that the tributed to her education. Despite that
larger loans for upperclassmen makes fact, she is not considered independent,
sense because students who are doing and her parents’ income is considered in
well and progressing through college are her financial aid award. That means she
a better risk.
was eligible for virtually no grant money.
But how is the shift in financial aid She worked when she could and she bor
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rowed, but she feels strongly that the
education was worth it and she is confi
dent that she will be able to get a job and
make it financially.
In most cases, however, paying for
college is a family affair—a combination
of saving, borrowing, and students get
ting jobs off-campus.
When students are unwilling to bor
row it tends to create even more pressure
to find employment Dave is a junior
from Canton, MA, whose parents con
tribute significantly to his schooling Still
it isn't enough to pay out-of-state tuition
and living expenses He applied for fi
nancial aid, but as with more and more
students, all he qualified for was a loan
which he decided not to take
"I don't want to
be too far in debt
when I get out of
here," Dave ex
plains "I already
have car payments
to make tor the next
three years, and I'd
hate to have to pay
oft college loans,
too "
So rather than
borrow", Dave got a
job at a bakery
where he wrorks the
graveyard shift. "If s
a tough job, because
ot the hours (11 p m
to 7 a m.)," he says
"Sometimes I'm too
tired in the morning to go to class. It's
pretty much killed my social life, but I
need the money At least by working, I
feel like I am helping to pay for my edu
cation "
Working—feeling the need to help
parents pay for college—is common
among UMaine students It is an admi
rable quality, but one that can cause stress
and interfere with a student's studies and
progress
"We have a great many students w"ho
work a lot of hours wrhile going to school—
probably more than they should," notes
Dana Birnbaum, an associate professor
and coordinator of Academic Career Ex
ploration.
Birnbaum says that she also sees both
extremes of the student loan situation.
Some students are so in debt that they are
nervous. Other students will not take out
a loan under any conditions.
"I have a lot of students who come in

and there is a hold on their
Whether shortsighted or
registration because they
not, some UMaine stu
owe the university
dents have made the deci
money/' she says. "Then
sion that they cannot af
we see that they were, in
ford to pursue their edu
fact, eligible for all kinds
cation, although both
The University of Maine System
of loans. They could have
Birnbaum and Crawford
Board of Trustees has approved a
paid their bills by taking
say they have not noticed
plan that will institute five tuition
out a loan. And when there
a significant increase in
structures for the seven-campus sys
is a hold on registration,
students dropping out for
tem.
the chances of a student
economic reasons this
Under the plan the Augusta cam
getting into the classes he
year. But Birnbaum cau
pus would remain unchanged charg
or she needs is reduced.
tions that it is very pos
ing the lowest rate of tuition, and the
That in turn can snowball
sible
that some students
University of Maine tuition would
into a problem of taking
give
other
reasons for leav
be the highest increasing 40 percent
them longer to graduate.
ing
because
they are em
over four years.
So in the end the desire not
barrassed or unwilling to
to take out a loan ends up
discuss their finances with
University of Maine System Tuitions 1993-97
costing them more
anyone outside of their
money."
1993
1997
families.
in-state out-of-state
in-state out-of-state
Taking longer to
Because UMaine's tu
•
graduate is indeed an in
ition
still is relatively af
UMAINE $2,670 $7,560
• $3,450 $8,400
creasingly important fac
fordable
with loans, it is
USM
2,670
7,560
3,210
7,800
tor in the rising cost of a
likely
that
the students
UMF
2,460
6,000
2,970
7,200
college education. A recent
who
feel
compelled
to
UMA
2460
6,000
6,000
2,460
survey at 297 universities
leave
for
financial
reasons
Others
6,000
2,460
2,700
6,600
and colleges indicated that
are from the lowest rungs
only 53 percent of full-time
of the economic ladder. An
Tuitions are in addition to any increases which might be
imposed to offset cuts in state allocations to the UMaine System.
freshmen graduate within
article in the December is
six years. In our small
sue of Harvard Magazine
sample at UMaine only 45
noted that it is the poor,
percent of the students we surveyed and helping the family," she says. "That not the middle class, who have been hurt
thought they would be able to graduate attitude is admirable, but if they go to the most by rising tuition and lack of
in four years. Graduating from college in work at a McDonalds or Burger King it financial aid.
the traditional time frame is quickly be i isn't increasing their future earning
"Higher tuition produces declining
coming the exception rather than the rule. power. They should even look at staying participation," writes Gary Orfield, pro
Some reasons for the longer time in in school for the May and summer term fessor at Harvard's Graduate School of
college is being blamed on students not rather than taking that minimum-wage Education in his study of college access,
being able to get the classes that are re job. The longer they delay their educa "...and the federal government's increased
quired for graduation. And certainly the tion, the more expensive it is going to emphasis on loans at the expense of grants
recent budget crisis at Maine and else become."
created major obstacles for the poor."
where has affected some students ability
Outgoing chancellor Robert Woodbury
Crawford agrees that students should
to get their degrees on time.
try to get through school on as timely a has also expressed deep concern about
But a more important reason can be basis as possible. In addition to the cer the effects of rising tuition in a relatively
traced back to the shift in financial aid tainty of tuition rising, she thinks federal poor state such as Maine. He makes the
from grants to loans. More and more stu j grant money is going to become less and point that while Maine currently has the
dents are working to help pay for their less available and even more emphasis lowest tuition of the New England land
education. Over 50 percent of students will be placed on student loans.
grant universities, it also has the lowest
we surveyed are working at jobs outside
"My options as financial aid director per capita income of any state in the re
of the university. As a result, they often are becoming more and more limited in gion. He also notes that New England
carry less than the 15 credits per semester terms of helping a student pay for an public institutions as a whole charge the
necessary to graduate in four years. education," she says. "I used to have more highest rates in the country.
Birnbaum worries that students might be options—now I'm down to just a couple.
"To take the starkest example,"
being a bit shortsighted when they cut
"The bottom line is that it is still pos Woodbury said, "Connecticut charges
back on courses in order to take mini- sible for just about any qualified student $900 a year more than Maine, but Con
mum-wage jobs. She is especially con to attend the University of Maine, but he necticut is the wealthiest state in the coun
cerned when those students take a semes or she will have to go into debt. Then the try; its per capita income is almost $10,000
ter off, thinking they should be home question they have to ask is, 'Is it worth higher than Maine. There is little question
working and helping the family.
it?'. Unfortunately that question is that we are straining the capacity of the
"Lots of students tell me they feel weighted by economic circumstance and majority of our students to pay."
guilty, that they should be home working culture," Crawford says.
In our sample of students, about one-

UMaine Tuition Will Outpace
Other System Campuses
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third indicated that they could see a point to gam some good students who are be
where tuition increases would interrupt ing squeezed out of private institutions.
With severe budget problems of their own,
their education.
There is another problem that admin many good private colleges are abandon
istrators worry about. Perception. As ing their "need-blind" admissions poli
poorer families, especially ones where no cies. That means many schools that once
one has gone through the college system, admitted students only on the basis of
read about tuition hikes and dwindling their academic backgrounds are now con
financial aid, they may just write off col sidering the students ability to pay
College administrators argue, convinc
lege as being out of the realm of possibil
ity. In other words, there may be quali ingly, that the burden of financial aid and
fied students out there who never even access to college cannot be shifted en
apply to UMaine, thinking, probably er tirely away from the government and
roneously, that they cannot afford to go. toward the individual institution
That perception might become more
During the presidential campaign,
widespread as the University of Maine PresidentChnton talked extensively about
System implements its new differenciated new ideas for helping families finance an
tuition policy. Under that policy, tuition education While some of those ideas
at the flagship campus (UMaine) will go sound good in principle, many college
up about 40 percent over the next four administrators are skeptical that they will
years. It would become the most expen have any real impact on the vast number
sive campus in the system, while Au of students
gusta would become the cheapest. The
other campuses would all fall somewhere
in between the two
he idea that Clinton discussed the
President Hutchinson is not overly
most was his National Service
concerned about the effect of the tuition
Trust Fund proposal. During the
increases.
campaign, he estimated that as
"At UMaine our tuition is still rela many as 300,000 participants could be
tively low," he says. "Even with the in enrolled in the program Those students
creases expected in the next four years, would be able to pay off their college
we will still be in the middle of the pack loans through some form of community
for New England Land Grants." u
service But soon after the election it was
Hutchinson has also pledged to the realized that there was not enough money
board of./trustees that he will do all he can for such an ambitious program
to help those who can't pay. That might
"The national service plan is a very
mean putting up to 50 percent of tuition good thing in terms of sending the right
increases back into financial aid.
signal to society," Woodbury says "The
And something that will make only problem is that there is a cost associ
Crawford happy—the majority of that ated with it that is substantial, so they are
aid will be in the form of institutional going to start with a very small program
grants.
| that is not going to have much impact on
Hutchinson is also not worried about higher education right now Even if it gets
losing good students to the other UMaine up to 50,000 or 100,000 students, that is a
System campuses because their tuitions pretty small fraction of those who need
are less.
help to go to college in this country. It
"There may well be some students who won't have much impact in terms of fund
decide to go to one of the other cam ing to higher education—in that sense it is
puses," he says. "But I have to believe that an illusion But as a way of allowing people
a degree from the University of Maine is to make a contribution, I think it's ter
different and that it will continue to at rific."
tract the right student, especially in cer
Another aspect of the national service
tain fields such as the professional degree plan that has come under attack is the
programs."
j
J provision that all students be allowed to
Tuition increases also threaten to erode take part, regardless of need. Currently,
the out-of-state student population, a almost all federal aid is need-based
portion of which might well look more
The other idea that the Clinton admin
favorably on their in-state tuition at home. istration is pushing is a direct lending
If UMaine does lose some students to plan. This concept would put student
other campuses and to home state uni guaranteed loans, now handled by a num
versities because of tuition, it is also likely ber of different companies, all under the
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auspices of the federal government.
Crawford thinks direct lending is likely
to occur primarily because of budgetary
concerns. But she does not think the onehalf percent difference in interest for stu
dents will make a great deal of difference.
"It probably will happen," she says.
"But the biggest benefit to students will
probably be in ease of processing and
repayment"
More radical changes in the financial
aid system were proposed last winter by
a Congressional panel That group, the
National Commission on Responsibili
ties for Financing Postsecondary Educa
tion, recommended that the federal sys
tem of student aid should give all under
graduates the same amount of assistance
and base the mix of grants and loans on
each student's financial status
As reported in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, the commission's plan is a new
concept that would make a set amount of
aid available to all students, depending
on their needs and college costs They
further recommended that the level of aid
be tied to the national average actually
spent to educate each student at the
nation's four-year institutions That aver
age is currently $14,000 A poor student's
package would include a mix of grants,
work-study, and subsidized loans A
middle-income student would be eligible
for some subsidized loans, and an upper
income student would receive only
unsubsidized loans
While the commission's proposal re
ceived widespread praise for its fairness
and simplicity, it was generally dismissed
as being unaffordable.
But new ideas are needed if the oppor
tunity to go to college is going to remain
an achievable part of the American dream,
and not just a privilege of the well-to-do
In the meantime, colleges and univer
sities are going to feel the squeeze—
downsizing their operations and increas
ing efforts to raise their own scholarship
funds.1
|
For the bulk of middle-class Ameri
cans affording college in the future is
likely to be an increasingly collaborative
effort among the student, the parents, the
grandparents, the chosen college, and the
federal government. It will be expensive,
but with most future jobs demanding
education beyond high school it is still
going to be worth it.
So, if you have a kid in kindergarten,
you might want to think about starting a
savings account now.

Barley Bree
Saturday, June 26
at 8 pm , $14
This trio of jovial Irishmen
takes a fresh approach to
traditional Irisn folk music and
a touch of Irish laughter

Ellen DeGeneres
& Kevin Pollack
Saturday, July 24
at 8 P M , $20

J

UNIVERSITY

for THE
Arts
country, and have hit the charts with tunes
such as “Gotta Get Away” and “Midnight
Girl/Sunset Tow n ” Newcomer Rick
Vincent, already tearing up the charts with
“Best Mistakes I’ve Ever Made,” opens

Gregory Hines

1900 Sq. Ft. Somerset

Saturday, August 28 at 8 p M , $24

Saturday, August 14 at 8 P M , S15

This premier vocal and instrumental
ensemble plays French Baroque to sold
out concerts and rapturous reviews
worldwide They will perform Purcell’s
Dido and Acwcnr and ( harpcntier’s Aitcon

Janis Gill and her sister
Kristine Arnold form an
eclectic duo that takes its
influences from pop and

Living in Penobscot,
Kennebec, Cumberland,
and Somerset is nicer
than you remember.
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Les Arts Florissants

Friday, August 20
at 8 PM, $19

MAINE

Maine Center

Described as a female Jerry
Seinfeld, Ellen’s bnlliantlv funny
routines emphasize intelligent
observation, wry wit, and strange
twists of reality' Renow ncd for
his impersonations,Ke\ in
doubles as an actor, including
roles in Avn/owand the recent
box office smash A Few Good Mui

Sweethearts of the Rodeo

OF

I

The recent star of the
Broadway hit JlIIv’s Last Jam,
Gregory Hines’ ability to
dance, sing, and act seems
effortless, ranging from the
Broadway stage to the
Hollywood screen Don’t miss
his exclusive Maine
engagement

For tickets and information

207 - 581 - 1755
TDD/TTY: 207 - 581 - 1888
9 00 \.M 4 00 P M weekdays $2 00 processing
charge added to each mail and phone order
University of Maine 5^46 Maine Center for the Arts
Orono Maine 04469-5”46

Schedules are subject to change.

New Items at the
University Bookstore
Felt Pillow. Comfy wool and
rayon fabric, 100% polyester fill
Navy color with applique seal
12" x 12" size.
$24.95

David Caliendo ’76
President

New for '93! Two-ply Cotton
Afghan from the Rug Barn. A

large 46" x 60" in White and
medium Blue.
$35.95

Mike Round '65
Marketing/Sales

Call or Write for our Latest Catalog
Hours:
M-F 8 a.m.-4:30 p.na.
*Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.na.
*When school is in session

Tried and true
or custom homes.
We can be your
living memory of
dear ol* Maine.

University of Maine
5778 University Bookstore
Orono, Maine 04469-5778
(207) 581-1700 Fax (207) 581-1132 •

Northern Products
Log Homes
P.O. Box 616, Bomarc Road
Bangor, Maine 04402-0616
1-800.447-4000
In Maine 207-945-6413
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"I Need to be Strong"
When she got over the initial shock and anger at

having AIDS, Mary (Winnie) MacDonald 72 found
courage, spirit, and inner peace. Now she works to
•

•

educate the public and to serve as a role model for
other women with the disease.
By Lynne Nelson Manion
Photograph by Libby Barrett

itting in her neat Munjoy Hill
apartment in the heart of Port
land, Mary MacDonald '72,
known to her friends as Winnie,
looks like a woman at peace with the
world and herself And she is Achieving
this sense of peace, however, is a daily
struggle: Winnie is dying of AIDS (Ac
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
Winnie's story of courage and deter
mination began 10 years ago. At that
time she was a successful sales associate
at Neiman Marcus in Washington, D.C
By her own standards she was at a high
point in her life' earning good money,
working at a job she enjoyed, surrounded
by friends, and engaged to a man whom
she thought she knew and loved Then
suddenly her world began to shatter, bit
by bit
Her relationship ended after she
found out her fiance was bisexual, she
was without a job (since she had moved
to be closer to her fiance) and she started
to have mysterious ailments Winnie
developed vaginal problems, sores
formed in her mouth, and she suffered
continuously with the flu For six years,
she went from doctor to doctor trying to
find out what was wrong. Never once in
all that time was she tested for the HIV
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virus. Instead, she was diagnosed and
even hospitalized for eating disorders,
manic depression, the mumps, and a
host of other illnesses
Although not knowing anything
about the HIV virus and AIDS, Winnie
repeatedly asked to be tested for the
disease, but doctor after doctor just said
to her, "No dear, you couldn't possibly
have the virus "
"I just didn't fit the typical profile of a
AIDS patient at that time," Winnie re
calls. "I was not a gay man, an IV drug
user, or a prostitute, so how could I have
the virus7"
...
It wasn't until June of 1990 that Winne
was finally tested and diagnosed with
the HIV virus at Maine Medical Center
in Portland. But because of the
stigmatism surrounding this disease,
Winnie felt she couldn't tell anyone for
fear they wouldn't understand.
"When I got the news, I fell to pieces.
I had this ringing in my ears and I just
walked and walked the streets I couldn't
sleep or eat, I was totally numb."
■
When the initial shock wore off,
Winnie first had to deal with her anger
I
"Not only did I have to come to terms
with having this terminal disease, but it
[ was a soul searching time as well I did a

I

i

lot of praying and asking God why I was
being punished "
But it wasn't long before the old
Winnie—full of courage, strength, and a
strong spirit—resurfaced
"I realized that I needed to be strong,
that I was a role model for future women
wrho would have to deal with living with
the HIV virus "
Standing 5 feet, 2 inches tall and
weighing just a little more than 105
pounds, Winnie mustered all the strength
and courage she had and decided to go
public with her situation. Going public
meant letting her voice be heard Until
recentlv, Winnie visited area schools
and educated children about practicing
safer sex For her, talking to school chil
dren was a form of therapy
"I just want to help others protect
themselves from this disease If I had
known more, I might not be in the situ
ation I am now in," Winnie says. "Back
in the mid '80s when I contracted the
virus, there just wasn't information avail
able about AIDS It was treated strictly
as a gay man's disease I just never gave
AIDS a thought," she says
Winnie has also been in the forefront
fighting for people with AIDS, especially
women. She has participated in the AIDS

quilt project, been a board member of
the People With AIDS Coalition, and
been active in Act-Up (AIDS Coalition to
Unlease Power) of Portland In fact, ActUp of Portland was the brainchild of
Winnie and some of her friends
"I had gotten involved with Act-Up
of Maine as a way to channel some of the
anger I was feeling about having this
disease. But I didn't like what I saw some
of the members doing Some of the people
had their own agenda and they were
doing horrible, violent things. I didn't
want to be involved with that."
Winnie felt that Act-Up did have a
place, though So the Portland chapter
was formed. The purpose of Act-Up is to
let the public know about people with
AIDS and educate the community.
"We are there to get attention, to tell
the public what they are dealing with in
regards to people with AIDS. Act-Up of
Maine did horrible things to get this
attention like destroying property. I do
not agree with this," she says.
If all this weren't enough, Winnie has
worked tirelessly to organize Women,
AIDS, and Power (WAP)—a new Maine
women's support group designed to be
a source of information, a political power,
and an outlet for women with AIDS.
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WAP just had its first conference back in
April and 120 people from Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont turned out to
vent their frustrations about treatments
and the high financial and social costs of
AIDS
"I was the one out in front in the
beginning saying that we needed this
type of group to help women cope with
the HIV virus," Winnie says with a
touch of pride in her voice.
Unfortunately, she was unable to at ;
tend this first conference because she
was in the hospital at the time. Charac
teristic of her unswerving optimism,
Winnie looked at the bright side and
said, "I was actually glad I had to miss
the meeting because other women had
to come forward and if I were there, they
would have remained silent. I am glad
they had a chance to talk."
Living with the HIV virus has been
difficult, not only physically but men
tally as well Winnie has had to deal with
discrimination from doctors, acquain
tances, and even her family.
"I have developed a great mistrust of
doctors because of the way they have
handled my illness," she says.
After being misdiagnosed for so
many years and then treated coldly by (

other doctors after being diagnosed as
having AIDS, she feels she has been
robbed of her dignity.
"I have encountered doctors who
really aren't interested in helping you.
Some of these people have not been in
terested in explaining the disease to me
or working with me."
Winnie gives two reasons for this type
of treatment. First, many doctors, she
says, are very uninformed about the disease, especially in regards to women
infected with the HIV virus. There is
very little research on women with HIV
and much of the information on how to
treat women with the disease is anec
dotal since most of the studies have been
done on men. The doctors just haven't
treated women with AIDS before, and
they have to refer to articles in medical
journals or rely on their experience with
men. And second, many doctors fear
losing their other patients if word gets
out they are treating someone with AIDS.
Winnie also thinks some doctors are
leery of caring for an AIDS patient out of
fear they will contract the virus. Even
though, the majority of AIDS cases stem
from HIV infected blood, semen, or vagi
nal secretions transmitted through sexual
contact, sharing needles, and blood
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transfusions (which is now extremely rare)
not through casual contact with an in
fected person
Winnie has also had to learn some
hard lessons where her family is con
cerned.
"My father is the only one who could
have dealt with me having AIDS and he
died of lung cancer shortly after 1 was
diagnosed. But before he died I did have
a chance to talk to him about my condi
tion And I asked him if he had any ques
tions about my private life in Washing
ton And he said no All he wanted me to
know was that he loved me That is nice,"
Winnie said in a soft-spoken voice "It is
unconditional love "
Winnie, unfortunately, didn't experi
ence this type of unconditional love from
her other family members
"As long as I was the person making
good money in Washington and sending
them nice gifts from Neiman Marcus ev
erything was oka} and I was accepted It
was quite a switch when I told them I was
dying of AIDS ‘
As if dealing with discrimination and
stigmatism weren't enough, Winnie has
also had to deal with the other extreme
Those individuals who feel the need to
patronize her and say things like "You
poor girl, I am so sorry," which is equally
as offensive to her
Winnie, how’ever, does not let these
things get her down Nor does she allow
herself to tall victim to this disease which
has killed a great number of her friends
"I have seen so many friends dying—
all men so far—and I keep liv mg with this
diseaseand bouncingbackaftereach hos
pital visit and I just kind of question why
because all of the tests and information
available to the doctors has been on men
and not on women So it hurts when
another friend dies and you know that
when you met him, he had more things
going for him health-wise than me and I
keep on living "
Winnie attributes this refusal to suc
cumb to AIDS to her strong will, intense
spiritual beliefs, and dauntless spirit
Though she has been in a coma twice this
past winter and lost her vision in her right
eye, she refuses to give up.
"I have a lot to do," she says with
conviction. "I am not ready to die yet I
want to accomplish meaningful change
for people with AIDS, especially women."

Make Bear Tracks With
Us In New Mexico
October 2—8,1993

Come explore New Mexico with its remarkable
past and present culture—art, crafts, shops, cuisine,

and breathtaking scenery.
Private tours of pueblos and Indian ruins, museums,

galleries, artist's studios, and receptions are arranged
to capture the off-the-beaten path flavor of this colorful

place.
The General Alumni Association in conjunction

with Travel Adventures Into Art is offering this tour

during the week of October 2—8,1993, in order to be in
Albuquerque during the internationally famous Magic
in the Air balloon fiesta. Accommodations are all first
class, combining comfort and historic charm with

Southwest architecture and decor.
The cost of the tour is $1095 plus airfare. The trip is

limited to 26 people to insure quality and personal
attention. For a brochure and information please

contact: Cathy Billings at (207) 581-1134. Or write to
New Mexico, P.O. Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550.
I
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Chancellor Robert Woodbury
"I feel that it is time for me to do something else/'
he announcement came as a
"There aren't many jobs that are better
complete surprise to everyone. than this where you get to work on
In late April, after seven years I something you believe in—where you do
on the job, University of Maine , something that makes a difference."
System Chancellor Robert Woodbury said
Woodbury has no definite plans for
he was stepping down.
the futuie, but is thinking of returning to
Although his decision followed three teaching, possibly at one of the UMaine
frustrating years of budget reductions System campuses.
from the state, Woodbury maintained
We talked to Woodbury about issues in
that the cuts had nothing to do with his higher education and about the state of the
leaving.
University of Maine System.
"Even if they had been good years, the
time has come when the leadership of the
university ought to change," he said.
The years might not have been good
from a budgetary standpoint, but
Woodbury gets credit from all quarters
for leaving the UMaine System in consid
erably better shape than he found it—
especially in regard to cooperation among
the campuses
"He's been an effective leader of the
university system," said House Speaker
John Martin '63. "If it hadn't been for him,
things would have been far worse. He's
going to be missed. He's been the glue
that's held the system together."
Martin's sentiments were echoed by
other legislators and state leaders includ
ing Orono senator John O'Dea.
"I hate to see him go," O'Dea said. "I'm
saddened by it. The state has been well
served by him. He's turned this system
into a model for other states."
Woodbury first came to the state in
1979 to take over the presidency of the
University of Southern Maine. He served
in that capacity until 1986 when he was
named chancellor.
During his term Woodbury was elected
chair of the Council on International Edu
cational Exchange. He also served as chair
of the New England Board of Higher
Education.
In spite of the difficulty of overseeing
a seemingly endless budget crunch,
Woodbury says he loved his job.

T

MAINE: You are certainly leaving the
chancellor's job having some solid ac
complishments. Still, the years of cut
backs and financial problems in the uni
versity must be a cause of frustration.
Woodbury: Clearly, the last three years
with one cut after another has been dis
appointing. It grinds into you and takes a
lot of the energy away from other impor
tant education agendas. On the other
hand, it had some positive aspects. I think
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it brought us to ask some harder ques
tions about what we were doing and
where we are going, and how we are
going to have to change. It would have
been more difficult to address those
questions if we weren't being pressed by
budget concerns.
MAINE: How would you say the UMaine
System has dealt with those harder ques
tions?
Woodbury: Well, I think the System has
attempted to have a broad planning
framework based on several changes that
are occurring. First, we were hit with a
series of budget cuts and we basically
took the posture of scrambling—how do
we get through until funding is on the
upswing again? Fairly soon we began to
realize that it wasn't going to be that
way—funding was not going back to
where it once was. Resources for education in the '90s are never going to be as
available as they were in the '80s It's not
simply because of the economy, it's even
more because the pressure on govern
ment for certain expenditures, especially
Medicaid, is escalating so rapidly that it
crowds out public higher education.
The second point is that we have to
change for the 21 st Century because there
are going to be new program needs for
new uses of technology There are going
to be different priorities in terms of what
kinds of education we need.
The third thing is that the demand for
higher education is only going to increase.
If you listen to the economists, they will
say that the demands on post-secondary
education, in what is essentially a knowl
edge-based economy, will be enormous.
Those three points are really the frame
work of the trustees' Project 2002 report

Woodbury. One important thing about

the 2002 study is that it calls for sharpen
ing the mission of each campus. No single
campus can do it all. We have to be much
clearer on who should do what What
Fred is doing at the University of Maine is
precisely on target with those goals
Farmington has done a good job at focus
sing in on what they are. Other schools
have to work on it For example, Augusta
has always wanted to be a four-year insti
tution Well, it isn't going to be a fouryear institution It is going to be a com
munity college with increasing state-wide
responsibilities. Some of the smaller cam
puses want to have some graduate work
They just can't do that And the board has
been very clear on the difference between
graduate work at the U ni versity of Sou th
em Maine and the University of Maine
We are not going to become homogenized
Each campus is going to further sharpen
its own mission
MAINE: You hear complaints about du
plicated programs in the state Is that
something that you and the board have
addressed?
Woodbury Where there is duplication in
programs is, generally, where you have
the highest demand I would say the
problem is not so much one of program
duplicationasof underenrolled programs,
whether duplicated or not We have to
look carefully at programs that do not
have enough appeal or are just outmoded
But we will have to have more coopera
tive work in the next decade, and yes, that
probably was not looked at enough in the
’80s.
: r’
••

MAINE: Do you agree with President

Hutchinson's efforts to raise admission
standards at the University of Maine?
MAINE: What has been the reaction to
Woodbury There is a widely held per
the report?
1 ception that it is pretty easy to get into the
Woodbury: Some people were disap University of Maine. The university ought
pointed. They wanted a slash and burn to be getting its share of the best high
approach—close three campuses, close I school students in the state. Of course we
the law school—that kind of thing.
have to recognize that a lot of Maine
people feel that it would be a good expe
MAINE: There's been a good deal of pub- | rience to go out of state. But Fred's point
licity about Fred Hutchinson's is correct: The best Maine high school
downsizing plans for the University of students should be considering the uni
Maine. But doesn't this have to be a sys versity because it is a good place for them
tem-wide approach?
to go. I'm not sure that has been the case.
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MAINE' Is it a perception problem with
guidance counselors and high school ad
ministrators7
Woodbury A good deal of it is percep
tion There are tremendous programs at
the University of Maine, with spectacular
faculty all over the institution Now some
departments are stronger than others, but
in terms of the overall undergraduate
resource, it is extraordinarily rich It's
larger than any other institution in Maine,
and it has more good people than any
other place in Maine So it is partly per
ception and reputation, neither of which
change quickly in higher education In
higher education reputation lags can be
25 years
*

MAINE Is part of the perception that it is
easy to get into the University of Maine
created by the presence of a University
College (formerly Bangor Community
College)7
Woodbury There is no question that cou
pling a more open access institution with
a land grant research institution tends to
confuse the mission You would not find
most other land grant institutions carry
ing that function along with their other
functions You don't want the University
of Maine to become exclusive, but we
ought to be thinking about what kind of
University College will fit well on the
Orono campus and will still give support
and opportunity to people Separate that
out from an open admissions community
college function which maybe shouldn't
exist at Orono I don't know how it will all
eventually sort out, but I think it relates to
the image problem

MAINE' Rapid tuition lukescoupled with
enrollment caps and downsizing have a
lot of people worrying that there will be a
"sorting out" by economic class and that
many educational opportunities for the
poor and minorities will be cut off Is this
something you are concerned about7
Woodbury It is already happening in
California Yes, I am concerned. I'm very
concerned that poor and middle class
Americans are being squeezed out of a
college opportunity. Part of it is the rapid
increases in tuition that are occurring.
Compounding that is the continued move
ment of federal government financial aid

to students from grants to loans. The pros will also be growth from a diverse group doesn't lead to a job, we have a big prob
pect of going into debt for an education of Mainers who will need to get more lem. However, colleges and universities
has an effect upon the decision of first • education.
don't exist just to lead to jobs. They help
generation college students and people
people to live more interesting, satisfying,
MAINE: In your state-of-the-university
with less ability to pay.
and diverse lives. There is a real problem
speech however, you expressed concern here, and I think the liberal arts are easy to
MAINE: Will the proposed new tuition
that Maine is still falling behind the nation slight when there are strong concerns
structure for the system, where UMaine in terms of high school students who go about the economy.
will be 60 percent more expensive than on to college.
The second line of argument here is
Augusta, close out any options for poorer Woodbury: That's true. The percentage I that while it's true that more and more
students who might want to attend the of Maine students going to college con I jobs will have a technical and scientific
Orono campus but don't think they can tinues to grow, but we are still falling essence to them, we will need people in
afford it?
behind the national average. That is why those jobs who can deal with the unex
Woodbury: Well, a couple of things are
I am concerned about this attitude that pected, who can deal with vast amounts
happening in regard to that question. One somehow the university system is doing of information in creative ways, and who
is that we are really just coming in line too much—that we are "overbuilt" com can think critically. I think, at its best, that
with the rest of the country. Every other pared to other states. It's just not true. We is what a liberal education is all about.
state in the country has had differences continue to lag behind New England and
between the cost of their land grant in the country, further behind than we were MAINE: Universities and colleges have
stitution and their community college for a decade ago. Our institutions are better been getting a great deal of bad press
years. We've been an oddity in that sense. in regards to faculty and all that, but recently—high cost, charges of ineffi
So we are really only coming in line with looking at the job that universities have to ciency and isolation, teachers not teach
general policy. Second, I think it is a rec do to meet the challenges of the future, we ing, sports scandals, etc. How much of it
ognition of the cost differences. The cost are further behind now. For example, the is justified?
and complexity of the University of Maine percentage of the population going on to Woodbury: There is no question that at
is just so much more than Farmington or higher education in New England as a many research universities, students have
Presque Isle. And shouldn't that be re whole is about 27 percent, but it is only 19 gotten shortchanged. I think the concern
flected in what is charged? Now the ques percent in Maine.
that at many places the research agenda
tion you raise is, will that affect where
This is also true in terms of research has overwhelmed teaching is valid. And
students go by income level? We have to and development. We have been saying the fact that some schools have gone
be very careful that we take money from for a long time that you have to invest in outside the bounds in athletics and other
the increased tuition and put it back into research and development, in areas such areas has encouraged the criticism. But
financial aid to help the people on the as marine studies. But it is a tough sell to very little of that applies to Maine. None
other end. Fred Hutchinson has made it the public, much harder than under of our campuses, including the Univer
very clear that he is prepared to do graduate education, because the payoff is sity of Maine, are dominated by research.
whatever it takes to cover needy students. long term, not immediate. And as state If anything we are anemic in research, not
resources get more and more limited, it dominated by it.
MAINE: One thing you emphasize when
becomes a harder sell
That's not to say that there aren't a few
/
you talk to legislators or the general pub
faculty members who aren't carrying a
lic is the fact that the jobs of the future will MAINE: You and most educational lead full load or that there aren't things that we
require workers who have gone on to ers in the state and the nation constantly aren't doing as well as we should. I think,
higher education. How are we going to talk of the need for greater technical and for example, that we have not been in
supply that educated workforce in an era 1 scientific training to meet the needs of the volved enough in the plight of public
of downsizing and budget cutting?
future. Very little is said about the liberal schools or in the area of health care. Still,
Woodbury: You're exactly right. The tra arts, yet surveys indicate today's students
I think many of the articles and books that
ditional college market may not be are not as knowledgeable in history, ge attack higher education are playing to
growing, but more people will need ography, or literature. What is the place paranoia. Overall, I think colleges and
special skills, updating, new training over of the liberal arts in higher education universities, including those in the
a much longer life-span. That line con today?
UMaine System, are pretty well-run en
tinues to go right up. We've grown a lot in Woodbury: There is no question that in terprises.
the last few years here in Maine in terms the larger society, there is a focus on what
of the number of Maine high school is economically productive. I go to Note: On May 24 the University of Maine
graduates going on to college. It's been a meetings dealing with reform in the public System Board of Trustees initiated a search
dramatic and noticeable change in the schools, and the rationale is always to replace Robert Woodbury. The fivepercentages going on to higher educa overwhelmed by discussion of jobs. That's person committee hopes to find a replace
tion. That will continue to grow, but there understandable. If a college education ment by September 1.
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King of the Elves
Doug Hall '81 is
Never Short of
New Ideas
oug Hall '81 is many things—an
inventor, a performer, a teacher,
an entrepreneur, and a market
ing whiz. But most of all Doug Hall is
King of the Elves—a 34-year-old going
on 5 who squeezes every ounce of fun out
of life
"In my life, there is no separation be
tween play and work," Hall has said
"I'm not sure what I'll be doing tomorrow,
but I know it will be fun."
Actually, Hall's tremendous success
as a new product creator—for Proctor
and Gamble, and then for his own com
pany, Richard Saunders International
(RSI) —guarantees that he'll always have
something fun for tomorrow
Among the approximately 1900 inven
tions for both P&G and Richard Saunders
(Ben Franklin's pen name and Hall's spiri
tual poltergeist) are Crystal Pepsi, Green
Power Eveready batteries, and Lipton
Inventor Doug Hall with one of his most recent brainchilds, Crystal Pepsi.
Original Iced Tea.
He also creates toys and games for his
RSI spin-off company, called HAH A, and football game, he performed the illusion eight of the client's business people. Then
since, "Elves make toys, and we're a toy of cutting a co-ed into three pieces with a things really get wacky They play with
company, I wanted to be King of the Elves " guillotine.
Play-Doh, go-carts, coloring books, and
Hall's extremely fertile and imagina
"Hey, juggling and magic were more all sorts of other weird stuff designed to
tive mind is never short of ideas He fun than working," Hall said, recalling break the ice and encourage mind ex
claims the key to coming up with original the first time (but certainly not the last) pansion.
thoughts and concepts is to look at the that he got paid for having fun.
Hall's team of people is designed to
world through the eyes of a kid
He recently returned to his alma mater work at an incredible speed. "Within 72
"As we become educated, we tend to to endow a pulp and paper scholarship in hours we have had 72 products created
think more about truth and facts," says his father's name, as well as to present his and tested," he says "Nobody else in the
Hall, who eschews neckties and takes the lecture titled "Jump Start Your Brain." He world works at that speed."
think-like-a-kid, dress-like-a-kid ap calls it a practical, tactical method of
Hall says that such creative sessions
proach. "Rigor mortis of the mind sets in
thinking, inventing, and making IT hap are not conducted everyday, but says
We help people break out of that and pen It's based on the techniques used in when the pressure is on, the adrenaline
recapture the innocence they first had in Eureka' Invention and Development starts to flow. However, the emphasis is
life."
team, another branch of RSI. And Hall always on fun
Hall graduated from UMaine with a gets the attention of lus audiences by
"Fun is fundamental," Hall explains,
degree in chemical engineering after coming out in a straightjacket from which describing not only the basis of his lec
paying his way through school by per he quickly escapes
ture, but his true philosophy of life "When
forming as Merwyn the magician and
At typically unconventional Eureka! | you are having fun, you can relax your
MoMo the clown. Once, at a Black Bear meetings, the creative talent pairs up with educated brain and be creative."
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After graduating from the University
of Maine, Faulkner's wish came true. She
started as an intern, then a receptionist in
the senator's Augusta office. In 1990, she
moved to Cohen's Washington office
where she now plans out the senator's day.
"She's my Girl Friday, " Cohen says.
"She's
the one who juggles my schedule
hen Joseph Wiggett '85 enrolled
so
that
everybody who wants to see me
at the University of Maine, he
gets to see me. She does a terrific job."
never planned on pursuing a career as an
Bob Tyrer, Cohen's administrative as
opera singer. He wanted to be a geologist.
sistant, noted that Faulkner's quick wits
But when he joined a university vocal
and excellent sense of perspective make
group, the choral director Dennis Cox
her a valuable member of the staff.
offered to give him free voice lessons.
"It's unusual that somebody in their
That was when Wiggett got hooked. He
late 20s starting right out of school would
continued to study with Cox and then
be able to handle so many things," Tyrer
under music department chair Ludlow
I said.
Hallman before graduating and setting
Joseph Wiggett '85
One incident that Faulkner handled
out on a professional career.
very well occurred during President
That career has flourished. In addition
I Clinton's inauguration. Families and
to being a member of the Lyric Opera
supporters had raised $15,000 to send the
Company of Chicago, Wiggett has ap
Boy Singers of Maine to perform at the
peared with the Nevada Opera, the Terre Cindy Faulkner '88 keeps
event But before the float reached the
Haute Symphony, the Manhattan Sym Senator Cohen on schedule
I viewing stand, it broke down. Lots of
phony, the Portland Symphony, the
Maine folks were disappointed. Faulkner
Bangor Symphony, the Surrey Opera,
indy Faulkner '88 wanted to work got right to work and arranged for the
and the Bel Canto Chorus of Milwaukee
for Senator William Cohen ever I group to sing for the new president at the
He has also toured in the former So
since she saw him on the televised
White House on the next day. Everyone
viet Union and recently made his solo :
Watergate Hearings when she was just
7 thrilled.
was
recital debut at Carnegie Hall. Following
(From an article in the Bangor Daily News)
that recital he was on his way to a four- years old.

Opera singer
Joseph Wiggett '85 makes
triumphant return to
UMaine campus

W

C

month residency with the Prague Mozart
Academy.
,
In April, Wiggett made a triumphant
return to the University of Maine campus
as a lead in the music department's pro
duction of the raucous cantata, "Carmina ;
Burana" at the Maine Center for the Arts.
Both the production and Wiggett's per- '
formance received critical acclaim.
The rising opera star fully enjoyed his
return to his alma mater. Part of the fun
was getting the chance to reunite with old
friends and to work again with his former
teachers. But he says he also enjoyed the
opportunity to work outside of the big
city.
"It's really nice to be able to do a differ
ent piece away from New York, where
the eyes of the world are upon you," he
said. "In Maine, it's a more relaxed at
mosphere."
In addition to his music degree from
UMaine, Wiggett has completed a
graduate degree from the Manhattan
School of Music.

Cindy Faulkner '88 with her boss, Maine Senator William Cohen
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A SENSE OF PLACE:
Listening to Americans

By Tabitha King
Dutton, a division of
Penguin Books

By David Lamb
Times Books, a division
of Random House

David Lamb '62 is not
only one of Ameri
ca's leading journal
ists, he is also an ex
ceptionally gifted writer and storyteller.
That combination of journalistic instinct
and masterful style is clearly evident in
Lamb's latest book, A Sense of Place- Lis
tening to Amei leans
These are stories about seemingly or
dinary rural Americans, but they are far
from ordinary as rendered by the pen of
David Lamb. As he travelled through
small towns abandoned by younger
generations, he found people struggling
to survive, but people who have main
tained their pride and their strength of
conviction These are folks who don't
complain or find excuses, they just roll up
their sleeves and get on with life.
"My intent," Lamb explains in his in
troduction, "is not to recite a litany of
national problems Rather, I look on a
Sense of Place as a deliberately selective
and personalized portrait of America and
some of her people. This is a book about
what happens to the pioneer spirit when
the last frontier has been settled."
Lamb became interested in writing the
book after travelling through the country
as a national correspondent for the Los
Angeles Times. The America he read about
in the papers and the one he saw were two
different places—"the former teetering
on the brink, the latter muddling along as
we always do, with hopes of making this
a better place."
In talking and living with coal miners,
cowboys, and farmers, Lamb rediscovers
an America which most of us have for
gotten about. An America without hype
or celebrity. An America that can teach us
a great deal about what is important in
life. A Sense of Place is a brilliantly written
and compelling book. Combined with his
previous, critically-acclaimed works—The
Africans, The Arabs, and Stolen Season—it
places David Lamb at the very top of
American nonfiction writers.
DAVID LAMB
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ONE ON ONE

Drawing from per
sonal experience as a
wife, mother, and
native
Mainer,
Tabitha King 71 recently wrote her fifth
novel, One on One, an opposites-attract
love story about two pithy high school
basketball stars
Set in a fictitious mill town in Maine,
the novel balances dazzling moves,
smashing slam-dunks, abrupt violence,
rough camaraderie, honor, dishonor, and
power The developing relationship be
David Lamb ’62
(Photograph by Sandy Northrop)
tween the two mam characters—Sam and
Deame—closely parallels the develop
ment of two magnificent basketball teams,
the dream teams of any coach King also
ABOVE THE CLOUDS
explores complex relationships among
By Jonathan Bach
family members, friends, enemies, and
William Morrow and
acquaintances in the town of Greenspark
Company
and its environs.
As with the parents in her book, King
has
spent a lot of time on the sidelines of
When Jonathan Bach
high
school basketball games. She has
'90 was born, he was
guided
her own three children from pu
named after the soar
berty
into
young adulthood And even
ing spirit immortal
though
she
declares that the characters in
ized in his father's
her book are like no kids she knows in real
most famous book, Jonathan Livingston
life, she has spent ample time observing
Seagull. But just two years later, Richard
her children's peers, who often hang out
Bach dropped out of his children's lives
at the King mansion.
Like many casualties of divorce, Bach
"I like kids," she says "I love their
was left struggling with devastating feel energy and their grossness and their ex
ings of abandonment.
| citement about being alive."
After the younger Bach graduated from
This interest in young people is clearly
the Uni versity of Maine, he felt compelled evident in King's recent book Two years
to expose and embarrass his father's feel in the writing, One on One is filled with
ings in a tell-all book But the book he hip teenspeak and soap-operaish se
envisioned in anger never materialized. quences The author is expecting to incite
When Jonathan telephoned his father to some anger among parents, who are likely
warn him about his plans, his father to be shocked at the language, sex, and
showed only loving support. That call drug abuse in the novel. But King says
marked the beginning of a renewed rela this depiction of teenage life is reality.
"We need to be frank," King says, "be
tionship between father and son.
cause we are living in a scary, scary world
In Above the Clouds, Bach recounts the
I think I'm going to continue to write with
doubt, hate, and confusion surrounding
some explictness, and that's probably
the void his father left. It is also a story of going to upset people If the explicit sexu
overcoming bitterness, a story of not al ality gets in the way of some parents, I'm
lowing circumstance to rule a life—a sorry about that."
hopeful example that our response to (Information courtesy of the Bangor Daily
tragedy is what makes us who we are.
News )
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Jim Montgomery
Black Bears Team Captain & Card Holder
1993 NCAA Division One Championship

“Get a terrific credit card today and help
tomorrow’s students become champions in life.”
When Black Bears Captain Jim Montgomery
scored the winning goal in the NCAA Division One
Championship, we were all bursting with pride.
But he couldn’t have done it without the encour
agement he received from the Maine graduates who
support their hockey team and other winning
student and faculty programs.
So your Alumni Association and Key Bank have a
great way for you to be a real credit to your school:
a Special Edition University of Maine General Alumni
Association VISA or MasterCard" from Key Bank.

fir
itHot.

Every time you
use your card,
part of the interchange fee goes
right to the Alumni Association which helps support
vital academic and athletic programs. And a portion
of each annual fee helps to make these programs
even better.
To apply for your card, return the attached postage
paid application. For more information, call the
Alumni Association at
®
(207) 581-1133.

America’s neighborhood bank
The Key Bank logo is a registered trademark of KeyCorp Member FDIC
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Alumni Association Member Profile
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JACK COSGROVE
CLASS OF 1978
I
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Degrees- bachelor's and master's
in education C84)
Student Achievements: All
Yankee Conference, All ECAC
t
quarterback
t.
Home: Bangor, Maine
i Job: Head Football Coach
University of Maine
Quote: "I guess there's something
out there for everybody/ and for
me it's athletics.”
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He knows a good game plan when he sees one.
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As an athlete, Jack Cosgrove was always drawn to the positions that challenged his mental as well as his
physical abilities He demonstrated those abilities as an All-Yankee Conference quarterback at Maine and a
decade later as the Black Bear's offensive coordinator
Now as the new head coach of the Maine football team, Jack faces his greatest challenge And he knows
that success in college sports is tied to the quality of the institution and support from its alumni.
That's why he decided to join the General Alumni Association He likes our game plan- financial support
for academics and the arts, as well as athletics, advocacy for public higher education in Maine, sponsorship
for alumni activities such as Black Bear football tailgates, Homecoming, and Reunion
He also enjoys the benefits of membership subscription to the class notes publication Mainely People and
Maine magazine, as well as discounts on merchandise and travel
•* •
Join Jack and thousands of other fellow alumni who know membership matters. Just fill out the application
on page 1 (inside cover) or call 581-1134 and we’ll take care of the rest
»
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